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By letter of 5 April 1993 the Committee on Civil Liberties and Internal Affairs requested authorization to draw up a report on respect for human rights in the European Union.

At the sitting of 27 May 1993 the President of the European Parliament announced that the committee had been authorized to report on this subject.

At its meeting of 1 July 1993 the committee appointed Mr Edward Newman rapporteur.

At its meetings of 1 July, 23 September, 5 November, 25 November 1993, 25 January and 16 February 1994 the Committee on Civil Liberties and Internal Affairs decided to include in its report the following motions for resolutions which had been referred to it:

- B3-0442/93 by Mrs Roth and Mr Taradash on preserving the sites of Nazi concentration camps, referred on 23 April 1993; opinion: Committee on Culture, Youth, Education and the Media;
- B3-0340/93 by Mr Coimbra Martins and others on deportations and double punishments, referred on 23 April 1993;
- B3-0124/93 by Mr Staes on 1993 as the International Year of Indigenous Peoples, referred on 23 April 1993;
- B3-0633/93 by Mr Newman on the hamlet named 'Mort-aux-Juifs' in France, referred on 25 June 1993;
- B3-1189/93 by Mr Arbeloa Muru on religious toleration, referred on 28 October 1993; opinion: Committee on Culture, Youth, Education and the Media and Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights;
- B3-1388/93 by Mr David on the free movement of football supporters, referred on 18 November 1993; opinion: Committee on Culture, Youth, Education and the Media;
- B3-1538/92 by Mrs Muscardini on Amnesty's open letter, referred on 17 December 1993; opinion: Committee on Foreign Affairs and Security and Committee on External Economic Relations;
- B3-0650/93 by Mr Ford on incitement to anti-semitism in Ireland, referred on 25 June 1993;
- B3-0326/93 by Mr Falconer on the elimination of racial discrimination, referred on 23 April 1993;

At its meetings of 15 February, 4 November 1993, 15 February, 23 March and 28 March 1994 the committee considered the draft report.

At the last meeting it adopted the motion for a resolution by 13 votes to 5 with no abstentions.

The following took part in the vote: Turner, chairman; Newman, rapporteur; Barton (for Salisch pursuant Rule 138.2), Beazley, Crawley, Defraigne, Elliott, Froment-Meurice, Imbeni, Lambrias, Mebrak-Zaidi, Oddy (for De Piccoli pursuant - 3 - PE 207.500/fin.

The opinion of the Committee on Culture, Youth, Education and the Media is attached; the Committee on Foreign Affairs and Security decided on 23 September and 21 December 1993 not to deliver an opinion; the Committee on External Economic Relations decided on 1 December 1993 not to deliver an opinion; the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights decided on 1 December 1993 not to deliver an opinion.

The report was tabled on 30 March 1994.

The deadline for tabling amendments will appear on the draft agenda for the part-session at which the report is to be considered.
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION

Resolution on respect for human rights in the European Union (annual report of the European Parliament)

The European Parliament,
- having regard to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
- having regard to the United Nations Covenants on Civil and Political Rights and on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the protocols thereto,
- having regard to the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and its protocols,
- having regard to its resolution of 12 April 1989 adopting the Declaration of fundamental rights and freedoms,
- having regard to the Treaties establishing the European Community,
- having regard to the Treaty on European Union,
- having regard to its resolution of 11 March 1993 on respect for human rights in the European Community,
- having regard to the motions for resolutions by:
  (a) Mrs Roth and Mr Taradash on preserving the sites of Nazi concentration camps (B3-0442/93),
  (b) Coimbra Martins, Puerta, Hapart, Vecchi, Valent, Domingo Segarra, Papayannakis, Staes, Geraghty, Suarez Gonzalez, Bandres Molet and Llorca Vilaplana on deportations and double punishments (B3-0340/93),
  (c) Mr Staes on 1993 as the International Year of Indigenous Peoples (B3-0124/93),
  (d) Mr Newman on the Hamlet named "Mort-aux-Juifs" in France (B-0633/93),
  (e) Mr Arbeloa Muru on religious tolerance (B3-1189/93),
  (f) Mr David on the free movement of football supporters (B3-1388/93),
  (g) Mrs Muscardini on Amnesty's open letter (B3-1538/92),
  (h) Mr Ford on incitement to anti-semitism in Ireland (B3-0650/93),
  (i) Mr Falconer on the elimination of racial discrimination (B3-0326/93),
- having regard to Petitions
  (a) No. 546/92 by Mr Edmond de Guelle (British) on activities of the 'Economic League' in the United Kingdom,
  (b) No. 677/92 by Mr Criostóir de Baróid (Irish) on behalf of the 'BETWEEN'organization on the discontinuation of EC funding for 'BETWEEN',
  (c) No. 75/93 by Mr Joachim RECTOR (German) on a ban on National Socialist ideologies,
  (d) No. 105/93 by Mr Francisco Iribarne (Spanish) on a miscarriage of justice and arbitrary arrest,
  (e) No. 421/93 by Mr Aristeidis Sotiropoulos (Greek) on problems of racism in Germany,
  (f) No. 576/93 by the 'Villeurbanne Family Planning Association' bearing 19 signatures on sex tourism and child prostitution in third countries,

1 OJ C 120, of 16.05.1989, p. 51.
(g) No. 590/93 by Mrs Vilma Maria Fernandes-Mazgon (Italian) on behalf of 'VERITAS-Comité de Soutien', bearing 82 signatures 'for an honest police force and a free and independent legal system in France',
(h) No. 600/93 by Mr E.M. Ziazopoulus (Greek), on behalf of the 'Christian Union of Education Officials' on the inclusion of the holder's religious faith on new Greek identity cards,
(i) No. 601/93 by the 'Young Mothers Union - the Apostle Paul' (Greece), bearing 1,600 signatures, on the inclusion of the holder's religious faith on new Greek identity cards,
(j) No. 622/93 by Mr Ignazio Barbuscia (Italian), on behalf of the International Association for Religious Freedom, bearing 194 signatures, on the Greek law on the statement of religion on identity cards,

- considering the successful promotion of reconciliation and human rights in Northern Ireland by the non-governmental organization 'BETWEEN',
- considering that 'BETWEEN' has, in recognition of its outstanding work, been in receipt of Community grants towards its annual programme of activity under item A-3030, each year from 1986 to 1992, with the exception of 1990,
- having regard to Rule 148 of the Rules of Procedure,
- having regard to the report of the Committee on Civil Liberties and Internal Affairs on respect for human rights in the European Union and the opinion of the Committee on Culture, Youth, Education and the Media (A3-0200/94),

A. whereas, despite efforts to promote human rights, human rights violations continue to occur in the European Union,
B. whereas all citizens of the world, and including those of the Union and those residing therein, have a right to be protected against crime and to live free from fear of becoming victims of crime,
C. whereas the decision by the Greek Parliament to retain the requirement that the holder's religion be stated on Greek identity cards causes deep concern and regarding such a requirement as a serious violation of the right to privacy,
E. whereas it notes with concern that acts of ill-treatment and even torture have been carried out by members of the forces of law and order, particularly against asylum-seekers or third-country nationals,
F. whereas in various EU Member States, and particularly in France, people have died in police custody following ill-treatment and even the use of firearms by the forces of law and order,
G. whereas it is gravely concerned at the rise of racism and the extreme right in Europe,

A European Union system for the protection of human rights

1. Calls for accession of the Union to the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms in accordance with its Resolution of 18 January 1994 (Minutes 52 II, 18.1.1994, p. 1) and calls on the European Union and the Council of Europe to conclude as soon as possible the negotiations with a view to this accession of the Union to the European Convention with the aim of ensuring better protection of the rights of Community citizens;
2. Takes the view that accession by the Union to the ECHR is a measure complementing the adoption by the Union of its own Declaration of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, which would safeguard rights over and above those enshrined in the ECHR, and, given that the European Parliament adopted a declaration of this kind on 12 April 1989; takes the view that, in order to emphasize the complementary nature of the two approaches, the Commission, the Council and the European Parliament should, at the latest at the time of accession by the Union to the ECHR, sign a joint declaration endorsing the above-mentioned declaration of 12 April 1989 and advocate the ultimate incorporation of this declaration in the Treaties and notes with satisfaction that, since the entry into force of the Maastricht Treaty and particularly Article F(2), the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms has been recognized as a principle of the European Union, which must be guaranteed by the European Court of Justice;

Death penalty

3. Calls once again on Member States in which the death penalty is still in force as a maximum penalty (even if it is never imposed or carried out) to abolish it once and for all;

4. Deplores all initiatives to reintroduce the death penalty;

5. Welcomes the fact that the Greek Parliament abolished the death penalty on 6 December 1993 and the initiatives to abolish the death penalty in Italy;


7. Calls on Belgium finally to abolish the death penalty actually and completely;

Torture and ill-treatment in police custody and prison, conditions of detention, abuse by security forces, terrorism

8. Reaffirms once again the right to life and physical integrity of everybody and the absolute ban on inhuman or degrading treatment;

9. Utterly condemns the use of torture and inhuman or degrading treatment in EC Member States;

10. Expresses its concern about the allegations of an increase in ill-treatment in Italy, the numerous allegations of ill-treatment in Portugal and the situation in Spain, which was asked by the Committee on Torture in April 1993 to ensure its compliance with the UN convention;

11. Is also concerned about allegations of ill-treatment in police custody and prison related to racist prejudice which is deliberately directed towards asylum-seekers, third-country nationals or ethnic minorities within several Member States;

12. Requests the Committee on the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment of the Council of Europe to carry out regular visits of centres or prisons where asylum-seekers are held, and to draw up a report on every incident resulting in permanent physical or mental injuries or death of an asylum-seeker;

13. Welcomes the Social Charter for prisoners drawn up by the Committee on Civil Liberties and Internal Affairs and calls upon all Member States to respect the rules set out therein;
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14. Condemns the practice of holding suspects in pre-trial detention for excessively long and indeterminate periods, and abuse of the power of pre-trial detention;

15. Calls upon all member states to effectively prevent the use of ill-treatment in police custody and prison, which can only be achieved if ill-treatment is considered as a serious criminal offence and if perpetrators do not enjoy impunity, and calls for a thorough investigation into cases where people died in disputed circumstances;

16. Welcomes the signature of Ireland in September 1992 of the UN Convention against torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment;

17. Calls upon Member States to ensure that the living conditions in prisons meet the necessary requirements of human dignity and therefore insists that the over-population of certain prisons is unacceptable and particularly condemns all solitary confinement practices;

18. Condemns the killings, maimings, violence and torture inflicted by armed terrorist groups and affirms the fundamental human right of people to live free from fear of terrorist attack;

19. Calls for the repeal or significant amendment of the British Prevention of Terrorism Act which has failed to successfully combat terrorism but whose application has infringed the human rights of many innocent people, usually of Irish origin and calls on the Union to continue to step up the fight against terrorism;

Freedom of expression

20. Confirms the right of freedom of expression of everybody and holds that press freedom and the right to information are integral parts of the freedom of expression;

21. Upholds the right of political participation and to exercise trade union rights;

22. Considers that stating a person's religion on an identity card is a serious violation of privacy and could lead to discrimination;

23. Expresses its concern at the restriction of the right to demonstrate in some Member States and particularly condemns the Danish police's use of firearms against anti-Maastricht demonstrators in Copenhagen on 18 May 1993;

24. Calls upon Member States to abstain from penal judicial prosecution of any kind for the expression of views opposing the government;

25. Is of the opinion that ample access to information is a prerequisite to exercise freedom of expression and calls upon Member States and the Commission to issue appropriate regulations designed to facilitate broad access for journalists and the general public to information from the national and Community administrations;
26. Condemns the undemocratic and unilateral decision by the EU General Affairs Council to classify information and introduce security measures, or the intention to adopt such a decision, thereby withholding from the European Parliament information, particularly in the fields governed by Titles V and VI of the Treaty on European Union, and at the same time discriminating against Union officials by applying a national security clearance system;

27. Reaffirms the right of conscientious objection against military service and the terms of its resolution of 19 January 1994 on conscientious objection in the Member States of the Community;

**Freedom of expression and privacy**

28. Reaffirms its will to guarantee respect of freedom of thought, freedom of conscience and religion, freedom of expression and information and respect for private life;

29. Is concerned about proposals for less protection for suspects, including the removal of the right to silence;

30. Condemns telephone tapping which is not in accordance with the laws and rules concerning protection of privacy;

31. Condemns linking of computer systems if this is not in accordance with the law and rules of protecting privacy and personal data;

32. Asks for the setting up in all Member States of National Data Protection Authorities;

33. Asks for the setting up of a Central Union Data Protection Authority;

34. Reaffirms that data protection will not be a barrier for police cooperation, on condition that access to data is always subject to judicial or political and administrative supervision;

35. Condemns the keeping of blacklists' whether by computer or manually;

**Crime and threats to the rule of law**

36. Takes the view that fundamental human rights include the freedom to live free from crime and free from the fear of crime;

37. Supports an approach which is both tough on crime and criminals and tough on the social causes of crime, such as poverty, mass unemployment and the "drug culture";

38. Recognizes that European police cooperation has an important role to play in combating the rise in organized crime by exchanging information;

39. Reaffirms its Resolution of 12 September 1989 on Compensation for Victims of Violent Crimes and calls on the Member States and the Commission to implement its recommendations;

40. Calls for a greater priority for crime prevention measures in Europe;

---

3 PV of this date, part II, point 6.
4 OJ C 256 of 09.10.1989, p. 32.
41. Calls similarly for European Union resources to be provided for schemes assisting the victims of crime, including the European Forum for Victim Services;

42. Calls on the Member States to organize public legal aid and simplified access to the law so as to ensure that all citizens have equal opportunities to defend their interests within the judicial system;

Racism, anti-semitism, xenophobia and discrimination against ethnic minorities

43. Welcomes the series of measures to combat racism and xenophobia, adopted by the Justice and Interior Affairs Council at its first meeting on 29-30 November 1993 in Brussels, but regrets that it hardly goes as far as the Plan of Action combating racism, xenophobia, antisemitism and intolerance adopted by the Council of Europe at its summit meeting on 8-9 October 1993 in Vienna, and makes no reference whatsoever to combined and co-ordinated legislative measures to tackle such problems such as a Community Directive prohibiting racial discrimination, an instrument which Parliament has already requested in its resolution of 21 April 1993 on the resurgence of racism and xenophobia in Europe and the danger of right-wing extremist violence\(^5\) and again demands;

44. Calls upon the only Member State of the Union which has still not ratified the 1966 UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, viz. Ireland, to do so immediately, and upon all Member States, which have not yet done so, to recognise the competence of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD);

45. Urges Member States to implement immediately the multi-institutional approach to combating racism and xenophobia, as proposed in the aforementioned Council meeting, as well as the other proposals adopted in order to spare the Union from further deterioration of an already very shameful and deeply disturbing situation of violence against people who are perceived to be different;

46. Reminds Member States of the solemn declaration against racism and xenophobia to which they subscribed on 11 June 1986 which has, so far, not been followed up by much meaningful and effective coordinated action;

47. Stresses the essential role that must be played by the police forces in curbing violence against ethnic minorities, and therefore insists that membership or active support of racist groups or parties and public racist and xenophobic propaganda should be incompatible with membership of police forces, which are meant to deal with the public on a non-discriminatory basis;

48. Draws to the attention of the Member States and the Union as such that they lack credibility in demanding that developing countries respect human rights when several million people, nationals of both the Union and of third countries, live within the Union in fear of being verbally or physically abused or subjected to systematic harassment merely because they are perceived to be different;

49. Urges Member States to abstain from introducing policies discriminating against ethnic minorities as this is pandering to the agenda set by extreme-right parties and since history has clearly demonstrated that such policies will inevitably lead the problems of racism and xenophobia to escalate beyond any control;

\(^5\) OJ C 150 of 31.05.1993, p. 127.
50. Calls for the disqualification from eligibility to stand for public office, including membership of the European Parliament, of persons who incite racial hatred or advocate racial discrimination, because the human rights of the victims of racism are fundamentally rejected by the perpetrators of racism who, given the opportunity, will destroy democracy, as the experience of mid-twentieth century Europe demonstrates, and calls on all democratic political forces to combat extreme right-wing parties which advocate xenophobia;

51. Condemns racial harassment, racist attacks and murders, including of refugees and asylum-seekers who, ironically, have fled their countries of origin to seek protection in Europe, and urges the judiciary in each and every Member State to consider as an aggravating circumstance any crime perpetrated with a racist motive;

52. Notes the persistent violent racist and antisemitic acts committed in the Federal Republic of Germany and calls on the German Government to use all lawful means to protect the safety of minorities; calls on the Government to consider introducing legislation against discrimination;

53. Urges the responsible authorities to do everything in their power to ensure that human rights are scrupulously respected in all EU Member States; to this end, significant progress should be made notably to combat effectively the rise of racism, intolerance and the extreme right in Europe; to this end all racist acts should be severely punished and all actual or potential victims - asylum-seekers, third-country nationals, members of ethnic, religious, philosophical or sexual minorities, the disabled, the homeless, the elderly etc. - should receive adequate protection;

Poverty and economic, social and cultural rights

54. Reaffirms that the European Union and the Member States should unreservedly ratify and apply the Council of Europe's Social Charter, that they should respect the international conventions and recommendations of the ILO, and that the Government of the United Kingdom should without delay sign the agreement on social policy appended to the Maastricht Treaty;

55. Reaffirms its demand for the introduction of a system of minimum guarantees in respect of housing, income, social aid, health care and legal aid essential to leading a life in keeping with human dignity; such a system should be accessible in particular to the disadvantaged sections of both EU citizens and non-EU citizens legally resident on EU territories; considers that emergency medical care and legal aid should also be accessible to all those on the territory of the EU;

56. Reaffirms its support for the efforts of all those in the Community and throughout the world who refuse to accept the violation of human rights which poverty constitutes;

57. Asserts that the present unemployment level of around 20 million in the European Union is a major violation of human rights, as the right to work with a reasonable level of pay is a basic human right;

58. Maintains that the right to good quality housing at an affordable cost is a basic human right in a civilised society which should be respected in all Member States;

59. Reaffirms the need for specific measures to combat poverty and social exclusion;

60. Calls for the United Kingdom government to repeal the law preventing reputable organisations which help the homeless such as the Salvation Army
from giving temporary accommodation to homeless persons below the age of seventeen;

61. Affirms the right to the highest possible standards of health care which should be available based on the needs of a person, and not based on the ability of that person to pay;

62. Believes that respect for cultural rights is now a priority for European integration and would appear to offer a good remedy against the centrifugal force of ethnic fragmentation, and that the Member States should be encouraged to ratify the Council of Europe's Charter of Regional and Minority Languages;

Children's rights, Women's rights and rights of older people

63. Reaffirms its Resolution of 13 December 1991 on the Problems of Children in the European Community, and of 8 July 1992 on a European Charter of Rights of the Child and stresses that the European Union should protect the most fundamental rights of children to enable every child to enjoy a dignified and happy childhood;

64. Urges all the Member States to ratify the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child forthwith and unreservedly;

65. Calls for co-ordinated measures against child abduction, in particular to stop abduction from one Member State to another preventing the return of an abducted child;

66. Calls for the protection of children from sexual abuse, and from violence, and for the outlawing of corporal punishment by means of stronger legislation;

67. Affirms that every child should have the right to good health including clean accommodation, healthy nutrition, and a non-polluted environment;

68. Calls for a full education for every child, and for the protection of children from economic exploitation, with vigorously enforced European legislation against the scourge of child labour;

69. Calls on each of the Member States to appoint a Children's Ombudsman, and for the appointment of a European Union Children's Ombudsman;

70. Calls on the Commission to take the necessary measures to reinstate, without delay, the appropriation for 1990 to the NGO 'BETWEEN' which tirelessly promotes human rights of deprived families and notably children of both communities throughout Northern Ireland;

71. Supports the right of each human being to the collective support of the community and to support of the type provided by family and family life especially because of the large numbers of lone people, often elderly, who lack such support at the present time;

72. Insists, at the close of the European Year of the Older Person and Solidarity Between Generations, on the human rights of older persons to a life and retirement of comfort and dignity, and reaffirms its resolution of 24 February 1994 on measures on behalf of the elderly;

---

73. Reaffirms its many resolutions on Equal Opportunities and the Rights of Women, usually deriving from reports of its Committee on Women's Rights;

74. Declares that discrimination on grounds of sexual orientation is unacceptable, that the human rights of homosexual men and women must be respected, and therefore endorses the report on the rights for homosexuals and lesbians in the EC9 of its Committee on Civil Liberties and Internal Affairs;

Rights of people with physical disabilities, people with a mental handicap, and people who are mentally ill

75. Insists that the physically disabled must be allowed the same rights and opportunities in society as the able bodied, particularly in the field of employment;

76. Reaffirms the conclusions of its Resolution of 29 June 1992 on the rights of the mentally handicapped9;

77. Believes that sufficient care and support should be provided to enable the mentally ill to live dignified lives, integrated as much as possible into society;

Rights to associate effectively in a trade union

78. Takes the view that two of the most important human rights are the right for workers to associate in a trade union and the right to take industrial action, including the right to strike, without the threat of retaliatory sacking or court action;

79. Reiterates its condemnation of the large number of infringements of trade union rights and the rights of trade union officials in some Member States and calls for the respect of such trade union rights;

80. Deplores the continued unilateral denunciation of long-term collective agreements, denial of the right of elected trade union representatives to information about business management, denial of the right of workers to be represented in connection with complaints or disciplinary measures, and failure on the part of employers to consult trade union representatives about questions concerning the number of personnel and health and safety;

81. Condemns the targeting of trade union representatives and trade unions both by certain employers and by those Member States which statutorily threaten to fine or even imprison trade union officials or to sequester trade union funds, purely for exercising the trade union rights recognised by the International Labour Organisation;

82. Calls on Member States to guarantee a statutory right to trade union recognition, with a statutory framework of positive rights for trade union members to be represented by their trade union both for collective bargaining and for individual representation;

83. Calls on Member States to ensure when an employee challenges a dismissal that the burden of proof must be on the employer to demonstrate to an appropriate tribunal held without delay that the reason for dismissal is indeed a fair reason and if the dismissal is found to be unfair the

8 PV 57 of 08 February 1994, part II, point 5.
9 OJ C 284 of 02.11.1992, p. 49.
dismissed worker must receive not only compensation but also mandatory reinstatement;

84. Condemns the Government of the United Kingdom for its unilateral removal of trade union rights from the workers at GCHQ in contravention of ILO Convention 87, calls for the restoration of those rights, and calls for full compensation and reinstatement for those workers sacked for refusing to give up their membership of independent, free trade unions;

85. Highlights the continued restrictions on trade union freedom in the United Kingdom, in many cases such as at GCHQ in contravention of ILO Convention 87, and appeals to the United Kingdom Government at least to allow the greater level of trade union rights which applies in other Member States of the European Union;

86. Believes that domestic workers who are third country nationals should

(i) have a status which recognises that they are workers in their own right;
(ii) be allowed to change employers within the same category of employment;
(iii) be given the right to settle after four years of work within their category in a Member State irrespective of whether they transferred to another employer; and
(iv) have their immigration status regularised if they have already left their employers and are overstayers;

Rights of asylum, situation of refugees

87. Profoundly regrets that the Commission, after having emphasized all the advantages to be gained in transferring asylum policies from the third to the first pillar, i.e. to within Community competence, concludes that the time is not yet right to do so.

88. Considers that the introduction of entry visa requirements for nationals of refugee-sending countries coupled with carrier liability laws, which are required under both the 1990 Dublin Convention and the 1990 Schengen Convention and which oblige carrier personnel to act as international immigration control officers, have deprived many people of being able to effectively exercise the right of asylum in the Union, forcing others fleeing persecution to resort to traffickers and/or false identity and travel documents which are subsequently used against them to refuse them asylum;

89. Calls upon the Member States to put an end to the deportation of rejected asylum-seekers who happen to be army deserters refusing to take part in conflicts which have themselves been condemned by the Union as well as the General Assembly of the United Nations;

90. Calls for an inquiry into the consequences for asylum-seekers of so called readmission agreements, quite often forced upon the countries situated at the periphery of the Union in exchange for economic assistance and promises of closer ties with the Union;

91. Strongly criticizes the practice of many Member States in granting asylum-seekers a mere residence permit on humanitarian grounds instead of refugee

---

status in order to deprive them of rights associated with such status, in particular, the right of family reunification;

92. Calls upon the Member States to stop contributing to the prevailing climate of antipathy towards asylum-seekers and explain to their public that those who do not qualify for refugee status are often people who face persecution of a kind not covered by the 1951 UN Convention on the Status of Refugees, as amended by its 1967 Protocol;

93. Urges the Member States to act together and devise an instrument of protection, even temporary, for people who fear or actually suffer from the kinds of persecution not covered in the afore-mentioned Convention, namely victims of ethnic or civil wars;

94. Regards as an individual right, to be promoted, the right of asylum on political, ethnic, religious or other grounds;

95. Recommends that Member States set up a system under which all administrative decisions made at border posts to refuse entry to asylum-seekers would not become effective without judicial control;

96. Calls on the Member States at all events to take into account the right of 'non-refoulement' (Article 33 of the Geneva Convention) in cases where an application for asylum is inadmissible or has been declared unfounded;

97. Demands that Member States carefully review the implementation of the principle of "safe third country of asylum", and abstain from making use of this principle unless the so-called safe third country has provided written guarantees that the asylum-seeker(s) in question will simply not be tossed over to another country;

98. Deplores the conditions of detention of asylum-seekers in so-called "international zones" where national laws are not applied, as well as the use of violent means to detain or deport them which has already caused the loss of life of an asylum-seeker in the UK, France, Belgium, and in the Netherlands;

99. Notes in this connection that the Belgian State has once again been found guilty by one of its own courts of violating Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights on account of the humiliating treatment meted out to African asylum-seekers at Brussels Airport;

100. Condemns likewise the use of indirect deterrents to asylum-seekers, such as accommodating them in assembly camps and restricting their social protection;

101. Strongly condemns the spate of attacks against refugees and asylum-seekers in the streets and in reception centres, and warns that such incidents are not discouraged by the frequent reference to them in the media and by politicians as "fraudulent asylum-seekers";

Rights of immigrants

102. Deplores the fact that until today, not one Member State of the Union has either signed or ratified the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families, approved by the United Nations General Assembly on 18 December 1990, and calls upon the Member States as well as the Union to proceed immediately with the signing and ratification procedure;

103. Requests those Member States which have not yet done so to sign and ratify convention numbers 97, 111 and 143 of the International Labour Organisation
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as well as the 1977 European Convention on the Legal Status of Migrant Workers;

104. Calls for a right of permanent residence within the Union for all persons of long-standing residence, including those born and educated here, who do not have or do not wish to have the nationality of a Member State;

105. Calls upon Member States to follow-up the introduction of voting rights for non-nationals who belong to the Union with legislation aimed at extending such rights to third country nationals with long-standing residence;

106. Urges Member States to respect their obligations under international agreements when implementing policies concerning family reunification;

107. Demands that friends, and especially relatives of residents within the Union not be impeded from travelling to the Union for the purpose of visits or participation at special occasions through visa policies which owing to the high costs involved, the long delays in processing applications and various supporting documents required often discourage and prevent trips from being made;

108. Condemns the fact that, despite several rulings of the European Court of Human Rights against the application of double jeopardy on youths of immigrant origin, some Member States either continue to expel youths having served prison sentences or have amended their Aliens Law to make expulsion in such cases mandatory;

109. Deplores the use of force and violence to expel immigrants without authorised residence, such as that which allegedly caused the death of a Jamaican woman in the UK, and calls upon the Member States to respect the dignity and human rights of clandestine immigrants;

Other issues and rights

110. Asks all judicial bodies to give their decisions and judgments within a reasonable period;

111. Urges the Court of First Instance and the Court of Justice to shorten the length of procedures;

112. Asks for the creation of a fund to assist those who complain to the Court of First Instance or the Court of Justice;

113. Reaffirms its comments in its Resolution of 11 March 1993 on respect for human rights in the European Community concerning the situation in the former GDR, and regrets that in the ensuing period the political discrimination and discrimination in access to employment has increased rather than diminished;

114. Recalls in this connection the complaint brought by teachers from the East German Land of Thuringia and considered by the UN Human Rights Committee in Geneva in February 1994 concerning the refusal to appoint them on political grounds ('Berufsverbot');

115. Condemns the particularly acute form of discrimination in the Land of Saxony in the Federal Republic of Germany whereby the electoral rights at local-government and Land level of persons classified as 'close to the State' are restricted in that they are not permitted to stand for election;

---

116. Maintains, in the light of discrimination in Britain and France against people who play "Rugby League", that people should be able to participate in sports such as "Rugby League" without fear of reprisal or discrimination;

117. Takes the view that human rights include the right to live in an environment as free from pollution as possible, that present generations have a duty to pass on a clean environment to future generations, and therefore commends the work of its Committee on the Environment;

118. Urges once again that proper legislation be adopted to protect people against trafficking in organs, misuse of genetic engineering and all other forms of exploitation of the physical and moral integrity of the human person, as well as against discriminatory use of medical and other tests in the workplace, in checks on road users and elsewhere;

119. Calls on the responsible authorities of the Member States to submit to it annually a detailed and exhaustive report on the development of the human rights situation in each Member State;

120. Instructs its Committee on the Rules of Procedure, the Verification of Credentials and Immunities, in collaboration with the Committee on Civil Liberties and Internal Affairs and the Subcommittee on Human Rights, to table the necessary amendments to ensure that the issue of human rights in the EU can be dealt with in the monthly debate on human rights (Rule 47);

121. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Commission, Council and to the Governments and Parliaments of the Member States;
B. EXPLANATORY STATEMENT

I. INTRODUCTION

On 10 December 1993, "Human Rights Day" the United Nations Centre on Human Rights published that during 1993, 300,000 communications alleging violations of human rights were received. The figure on human rights violations within the Union was not given, but compared with other parts of the world the situation is not grave.

Although the number of human rights violations brought to the attention of the rapporteur, is limited, the situation as to human rights within the Union can still be improved. It is important that in our democratically ruled part of the world, no government is co-operating with human rights violations. All Member States' Governments, are tempting to combat all human rights violations within their countries. Where human rights violations occur, they are either incidents or situations where Member States consider that more important interests must prevail. From all information which is available, it is nevertheless not possible to examine every detail. The examples and details about countries must thus be used with great care.

Attention must be drawn to the entry into force of the Union Treaty. Within the framework of the Union, article F of the Treaty on European Union mentions basic principles:

1. The Union shall respect the national identities of its Member States, whose systems of government are founded on the principles of democracy.
2. The Union shall respect fundamental rights, as guaranteed by the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms signed in Rome on 4 November 1950 and as they result from the constitutional traditions common to the Member States, as general principles of Community law.
3. The Union shall provide itself with the means necessary to attain its objectives and carry through its policies.

Although the text of the second paragraph does not directly ask for accession to the Convention we will shortly examine this matter hereafter.

II. Specific subjects

The year 1993 has been a year where the human rights policy within the world has called for attention. The United Nations urged the international community to take a series of measures to realise the goals of the World Conference on Human Rights in June 1993, where representatives of 170 States met for the first time in 25 years to reaffirm their commitment to protect human rights.

On the occasion of Human Rights Day Mr Ibrahima Fall, the United Nations Assistant-Secretary-General for Human Rights called for a five points action-plan:

* Universal ratification of various conventions should be pursued with renewed vigour. These include the Convention on the Rights of the Child, and its full integration into national action plans by 1995; the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women by the year 2000; the two Covenants on civil and political rights and on economic, social and cultural rights; and, the Convention against Torture;
* Balancing the implementation of human rights, integrating economic, social and cultural rights with civil and political rights;
* Strengthening the efficiency of implementing human rights through the United Nations Commission on Human Rights, human rights treaties,

---

monitoring bodies of various covenants, preventive diplomacy, and the participation of non-governmental organisations. This includes better coordination within the United Nations system regarding the implementation of human rights, especially in the context of linking human rights and peace-keeping and human rights and development;
* Putting the rights of women in the mainstream of all human rights activities;
* Strengthening the United Nations Centre for Human Rights." 13

The fact that the United Nations are getting more active and the fact that more governments consider overall respect of human rights as a condition for good relations and the granting of development aid to other countries are a step in the right direction.

1. **A Community system for the protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms.**

Consideration has, on several occasions in the past, been given to a Community system for the protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms. In April 1979, the Commission published a report on accession to the European Convention 14. The European Parliament has always fought for the protection of human rights and in general supported the idea of accession to the European Convention of 1950.

The European Parliament addressed this issue again in 1993. The Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights organized a hearing on this subject in 1993 15. The rapporteur, Mr Bontempi, drew up a working document and a draft report 16 and Mr Verhagen was appointed draftsman by the Committee on Civil Liberties and Internal Affairs. The report and the opinion 17 have been transmitted to the plenary session which adopted a Resolution on 18 January 1994 (PV 52 II, p. 4).

It will be useful at this point to restate the conclusions drawn in that opinion.

"Despite the technical problems, the Committee on Civil Liberties and Internal Affairs believes that accession by the EC to the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms is a matter of great political importance in order:

a) to extend full protection of human rights to all areas of EC policy;
b) to lose no support for the future process of unification because of the lack of a legitimate basis;
c) to demonstrate to third countries that the European Community itself respects human rights, both formally and materially, and is prepared to have them critically reviewed by an independent body ...".

In addition to the issue of accession to the Convention, there is also the question as to which human rights and fundamental freedoms must be protected. The Treaty on European Union sets a criterium following from the jurisprudence of the Court of Justice: "The Union shall respect fundamental rights as

13 UN Geneva Press Release HR 3606, p. 3.
15 Hearing 2 June 1993. See doc. PE 205.033.
16 PE 204.503.
17 PE 205.837/final.
guaranteed by the Convention ... and as they result from the constitutional traditions common to the Member States ..." (article F of the Union Treaty). It is likely that the text which the European Parliament had drawn up will need to be revised after accession to the Convention, as some standards will then be transferred to the protection of the Convention and some not (see also paragraph 13 of the Resolution of 18 January 1994 which is repeated in paragraph 2 of the Resolution of this Report). The rapporteur believes that for the moment the European Parliament can still apply the standards of both the Convention and its own declaration.

2. Torture and ill-treatment in police-custody and prison. Conditions of detention, abuse by security forces, terrorism

Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights, the UN Convention against torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment and the European Convention for the prevention of torture and inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment set up the relevant international standards. All Member States of the European Community have ratified the European Convention for the prevention of torture and inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. With its signature by Ireland in September 1992, all Member States of the European Community have now also signed the UN Convention against torture and other cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment.

The conventions establish that nobody should be submitted to torture or other inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. This, of course, applies to everybody within a state party to the Conventions. The European Court of Human Rights has moreover stated in the assessment of recent cases that the decision to expel an asylum seeker, where substantial grounds have been shown for believing that he faces a real risk of being subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment may also give rise to an issue under Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights.

There are nonetheless numerous allegations of ill-treatment or even torture in police-custody in most of the EC countries.

Ill-treatment is most likely to happen during the period immediately after arrest or during interrogation. In different Community Member States, the ill-treatment of detainees appears to be related to racist prejudice. Asylum seekers, third country nationals or citizens from ethnic minorities are increasingly becoming victims of ill-treatment by police-officers, sometimes compounded by racist insults.

In some member countries, the situation seems to be particularly serious. Amnesty International has expressed its concern about the situation in Italy, where it considers that the problem of ill-treatment is not one of a few

---

18 Resolution adopting the Declaration of fundamental rights and freedoms of 12 April 1989 (OJ n° 120 of 16.05.1989, p. 51).

19 Case of Cruz Varas, judgment of 20.3.1991; case of Vilvorajah and others, judgment of 30.10.1991

isolated incidents. Also in Portugal the allegations of ill-treatment have been numerous and offenders are brought to justice only in exceptional cases.

The Committee against Torture, which was set up in the framework of the UN Convention, receives periodic reports by States party to the Convention. In April 1993, it expressed its concern about the increase in torture and long delays in investigating cases. It considered that Spain should adopt measures to ensure its compliance with the Convention.

States which are party to the UN Convention against torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment are obliged to investigate acts of torture and to bring perpetrators to justice. However, inquiries are frequently very slow, and convicted officers are not invariably removed from active police service.

The right to life and physical integrity is also threatened by armed terrorist groups, operating in EC member states. This is especially the case with regard to the I.R.A. and so-called 'loyalist' paramilitaries operating mainly in Northern Ireland, and with regard to ETA in Spain. There is no excuse in democratic EU member states such as the United Kingdom and Spain for terrorism which threatens the innocent public and the security forces legitimately fulfilling their function.

The conditions of detention in some prisons within the European Union have still not reached a desirable standard. There have been reports of overcrowding, poor sanitation and inadequate medical assistance. In Belgium, for instance, 1,400 more people are in prison than the capacity of the prison cells.

3. Freedom of expression

Art. 10 of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms guarantees the right of freedom of expression to everyone. The right to receive and impart information and ideas without interference on the part of public authorities and regardless of frontiers was explicitly included. Although the Convention also provides for limitations of the freedom of expression, these have to be applied very carefully.

Press freedom and the right to information have to be understood as integral parts of freedom of expression. States should not impose restrictions on freedom of expression, should, in particular, respect opposing democratic political opinions and their expression and should moreover provide for a variety of communication media and a plurality of information sources.

Freedom of expression can be endangered in different ways, such as judicial prosecution for expressing opposition opinions; a lack of pluralism due to an increasing concentration of communication media; as well as limitations on the access to information from public administrations.

Nevertheless, this freedom is not always fully guaranteed. In Greece, in particular, there have been recent cases, where people who peacefully exercised their right to express views opposing the government were made to face judicial prosecution.


22 Compare Amnesty International Report, Greece, "Violations to the right to freedom of expression", 11/1992 and "Violations to the right to freedom of expression: further cases of concern", 1/1993
During 1992 the Court of Human Rights found, that in an EC member country Art. 10 of the Convention had been violated. In Ireland, agencies were restrained from providing pregnant women with information concerning abortion facilities abroad.

4. Threats to the rule of law

A. The Rapporteur takes the view that the level of crime in the territory of the European Union is at such a high level that the human rights of the majority who do not commit crimes are infringed by the minority who do commit crimes. The level of crime, especially violent crime, is so high that many people live in constant fear of crime.

B. If social and economic problems such as poverty, mass unemployment and the "drug culture" are tackled seriously by Member States Governments, then the level of crime could be expected to drop significantly. However, criminals who are convicted in fair trials of having made conscious decisions to commit crimes which cause harm or misery should be penalised in a manner proportionate to the severity of the crimes.

C. The European Forum for Victim Services brings together national organisations in Europe working for victims of crime, its objectives are to improve the situation of victims of crime in Europe by:

(i) Promoting the development of effective services for victims of crime throughout Europe.

(ii) Promoting fair and equal compensation for all victims of crime throughout Europe, regardless of the nationality of the victim concerned.

(iii) Promoting the rights of victims of crime in Europe in their involvement with the criminal justice process and with other agencies.

(iv) Exchanging experience and information between member countries in order to extend knowledge about the best possible provision for victims of crime.

The European Forum for Victim Services deserves financial and logistical support from the European Union Budget and Institutions.

5. Racism. Anti-semitism. xenophobia and discrimination against ethnic minorities

A. Despite all the alarming reports\textsuperscript{23} issued so far pointing to the increasing threats of racism, anti-semitism and xenophobia, there has still not been any serious effort on the part of the Community or the Member States to take concrete and credible co-ordinated action to curb such a horrible menace whose destructive and murderous forces under fascist regimes remain still vivid in our memories.

B. True enough, the Commission has put out an excellent report on the legal instruments to combat racism and xenophobia\textsuperscript{24}, and, for the first time ever, the Justice and/or Interior Ministers of the 12 meeting within the TREVI

\textsuperscript{23} See, in particular, the REPORT on the findings of the second Committee of Inquiry on Racism and Xenophobia of the European Parliament 1991, and the resolution of 21 April 1993 on the resurgence of racism and xenophobia in Europe and the danger of right-wing extremist violence (OJ No. C 150 of 31.05.1993, p. 127).

\textsuperscript{24} Commission of the EC: "Legal Instruments to Combat Racism and Xenophobia", December 1991, Doc. V/1733/93
framework in Kolding, Denmark, on 6-7 May 1993, stressed the need for intergovernmental co-operation to combat racism and recognised that "combating racism in the Community requires not just action taken by national authorities but also co-operation between Member States". However, the proposal put forward and implemented by the ministers, namely "a survey by questionnaire concerning racism in individual countries", leaves very much to be desired, especially by the fast-expanding number of people victimised both physically and psychologically by the scourge of scapegoat hunting.

C. It is surely not enough for the Union and the Member States to express shock and condemnation every time there is an incident like those in Hoyerswerda, Solingen, Rostock, or even Oberhof which, in October 1993, gained much national and foreign press coverage because the victims happened to be American athletes. Violence motivated by intolerance has spread its tentacles throughout the Union. Victims are increasingly people who fled torture and persecution in other countries only to be savagely beaten up or even murdered in Europe because of the colour of their skin. Is it not shameful that the Union managed to impose respect for human rights in the IV Lomé Convention while ethnic minorities living in some European cities are too fearful to walk in the streets at night. The fact that millions of people throughout the Union have a justified fear for their lives simply because they are different raises the question as to how far Article 3 (prohibiting degrading treatment) and Article 5 (guaranteeing liberty and security of person) of the European Human Rights Convention are being respected.

D. The recent pledges by European Governments to take co-ordinated and concerted action against racism and intolerance, especially the Plan of Action adopted at the Council of Europe's Summit meeting in Vienna on 08-09 October 1993, as well as the series of measures to combat racism and xenophobia adopted by the first meeting of the Justice and Home Affairs' Council, do, in fact, constitute an unprecedented approach to such problems in so far as the Governments concerned really take the necessary steps to carry them out. However, the results of whatever meaningful and well-intended programme to root out intolerance will always be limited, if not swept away altogether, for as long as people with a certain prominent position in society are allowed to abuse the right to freedom of expression as enshrined in Article 10 of the Convention and make inflammatory remarks against ethnic minorities, thereby inciting hatred and provoking violence. Those guilty include politicians, usually from the extreme-right, but sometimes from "respectable parties", who under the guise of nationalistic or even patriotic pretences incite their electorate against vulnerable ethnic minorities.

E. More than 25 years after signing the text on 21 March 1968, Ireland remains the only Member State of the Union which has still not ratified the 1966 UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination. Although this international convention constitutes a worthy instrument to combat discrimination, its effectiveness has been only marginal where the Union is concerned due especially to the limited competence of the supervisory body, the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD), set up under its Article 14 to consider communications from individuals or groups of individuals claiming to be victims of a violation by States parties to any of the rights set forth in the Convention. Of the 11 Member States of the Union which have ratified this Convention, only four - Denmark, France, Italy and the Netherlands - recognise the competence of the CERD.

F. In view of the forthcoming European Elections, the European Parliament has the duty to ensure, as far as possible, that the composition of its future
Hemicycle is free from merchants of intolerance. As a token of its concern over the rise of racism and to show that it is mindful that its future members are elected on a programme free of intolerance, the European Parliament should declare that racist campaign speeches, remarks or literature are unacceptable in democratic political debate and should result in exclusion from public office, including membership of the European Parliament.

6. Poverty, economic, social and cultural rights

As the De Gucht report states, "the problem of poverty in Europe is widespread and worsening". This state of affairs leads to more and more citizens of the European Union being unable to enjoy basic fundamental human rights. Such rights include, most obviously, a decent job with a reasonable level of pay and decent working conditions. Not only is this a basic right, but also the best pathway out of poverty for many people. However, this is not an option open to many, either through lack of employment opportunity, family responsibilities, ill health or age. What is needed is an integrated approach to both combat and eliminate poverty.

It is not only desirable in itself to eliminate poverty, thus enhancing directly the lives of millions of Community citizens. Its elimination would also contribute greatly to a decrease in many other social ills. These include crime, drug abuse, disease and poor housing.

Poverty, it could be argued, is the biggest single human rights problem facing the EU.

On various occasions during 1993, Parliament has made known its views on the growing phenomenon of exclusion. It has advocated economic and social cohesion,26 voiced its opposition to social dumping and called for social achievements to be respected (whilst condemning any form of levelling down) and social rights to be promoted in all Member States, and, in so doing, it expressed the view that the social aspect should constitute an integral part of the creation of a peoples' Europe which is accessible to its citizens.27

The seemingly inexorable rise in the numbers of unemployed or persons whose socio-economic situation is insecure is now resulting in the fragmentation of European societies. An ever larger group of people who are excluded from social protection (because they have no work and the social insurance system is inadequate) find themselves faced with insecurity both in legal terms (having no status) and physical. The severing of basic social links is producing a society in which the most deprived are left to fend for themselves.

The situation of immigrant workers is particularly difficult since, in addition to the problems described above, they may also face problems associated with integration and cultural co-existence. Expressing its views on cultural diversity and the problems with regard to schooling for the children of immigrants in the EU and in a resolution on the resurgence of racism and xenophobia in Europe and the risk of extreme right-wing violence, Parliament has on several occasions, stated its desire to see respect for cultural diversity and called for a statute to be created for legal residents, 'jus soli' to be applied when determining the nationality of the children of immigrants, and for changes to be made to school curricula so that they include the teaching of immigrants' mother tongues.

---


The fight against unemployment leads automatically to a fight against poverty and social exclusion. People who are heavily in debt, in poor housing conditions, or even homeless, often living in a twilight world in cities where living conditions have a dehumanising effect, are some examples of groups which have been cut off and excluded from mainstream society.

It is currently estimated that there are some 53 million 'poor' people in the Community, and unemployment which affects about 20 million people in the European Union in 1994 is only one source of the new poverty and ensuing exclusion. Exclusion is particularly damaging, since it creates a vicious circle: the effects of long-term unemployment become entrenched, and people who have been unemployed for long periods find it increasingly difficult to re-enter the world of work. Safeguarding the economic and social rights of a significant number of people on the fringes of our society is becoming a major concern which transcends the individual cases of those affected. The sharp increase in numbers (from 44 million in 1985 to 53 million in 1993) demonstrates the inability of governments to give practical effect to the rights to work and social protection deriving from the welfare state. Social protection is proving inadequate in many cases and frequently takes the form of social assistance rather than social insurance (for the 13 million Europeans living in severe poverty). In addition to the powers conferred by the Treaty on European Union (Article 118), the full exercise of European citizenship requires a new approach, and in this light it is in the Community's interest to protect economic and social rights.

a) Children's Rights

A. In recent years, the European Parliament has addressed the issue of children's rights in its resolution of 13 December 1991 on the problems of children in the European Community and of 8 July 1992 on a European Charter of Rights of the Child. The Rapporteur believes that the Rights of Children must be seen as an integral part of Human Rights, and not as a marginal, separate issue. Every child should be able to develop its personality freely and with confidence.

B. Many children are still abused and exploited in the European Union. This is not only criminal, physical and mental abuse, which is universally condemned, but also much wider and deeper abuse in society. Corporal punishment is still practised in some schools in the Union; it should be banned.

C. Child labour is a scourge that is still with us in the mid 1990's. Many children, some very young, work long hours for very little pay often in very dangerous conditions. This must be eradicated both by European and national legislation and vigorous enforcement of that legislation.

D. Children's Ombudsmen would be expected "to safeguard the interests and rights of children, to deal with children's requests and complaints, to monitor the application of laws protecting children, and to inform and guide the public authorities in their work to uphold children's rights". (Bandres Molet Report).

E. Luxembourg and the Netherlands have not yet ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. Upon ratification, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
Spain and the United Kingdom had all made reservations or qualificatory
declarations.

b) Rights of Physically Disabled People. People with Mental Handicap and
people who are Mentally Ill

A. The physically disabled must be allowed the same rights and opportunities
in the field of employment as the able-bodied. Indeed, they must be allowed to
take a full and active part in society. Access is important, buildings must be
designed with the physically disabled in mind.

B. Not only is it vital to promote legislation that safeguards the rights of
people with mental impairments, society's attitude must be altered. Best
practices from across the European Community must be encouraged and indeed
enforced. The Schmidbauer Report highlighted the many issues facing mentally
handicapped people.

C. Whether mental illness is a temporary or permanent condition, the extra
resources to provide care and support must be provided. It is vital that those
with mental illnesses should be able to live a life of dignity, integrated as
much as possible into society.

c) Slavery, Forced Labour and Domestic Workers who are Third Country Nationals

It would be doubtless be useful to recall the exact definition of slavery
and forced labour. Slavery is taken to be the state or condition of an
individual to whom some or all of the attributes of property rights apply a
peonage, working off debts by bondage, is one form of slavery).

The report of the Committee of Experts on the application of conventions
and recommendations of the International Labour Organisation is extremely
informative as regards various states' respect for economic and social rights.
Being party to the conventions of the Conference, European Governments are
obliged to submit their observations to the Committee of Experts, which sets out
clearly its own remarks and concerns. In 1993 France, Greece, the United Kingdom
and Ireland merited particular attention in connection with the conventions on
forced labour (No. 29) and the abolition of forced labour (No. 105). The
international texts require an extremely narrow interpretation of the conditions
under which forced labour may be used, whether in relation to prisoners or in
an emergency. By way of example, attention might be drawn to the remarks on
trade union freedom and the protection of trade union rights, for example in
connection with the deployment of officials to replace striking state employees
or public service workers (Germany and Greece). Some reservations were also
expressed regarding Spanish legislation on medical examinations for young
persons starting work (convention Nos. 77 and 78).

People living clandestinely, in fear of discovery and deportation, are all
too often exploited in ways that amount to slavery.

Domestic servants whose continued residence in the Community depends on
their work permit, are sometimes also exploited to the point of slavery.

d) Domestic Workers who are Third Country Nationals

In 1979, Britain's Immigration Law stopped granting work permits directly
to persons entering the UK as domestic workers. However, a 1980 concession,
which the Home Office admits is outside the Immigration Rules, continues to
allow employers to bring their domestic workers into the country as persons
accompanying a named employer. This means that they must work only for that
employer - under no circumstances can they, or a prospective new employer, apply
for them to do domestic work for someone else.
Thus on the point of entry, the domestic workers (the majority of whom are women) are given no independent immigration status as workers, although they are admitted into Britain to work. Instead, they are tied to the original employer and thereby effectively deprived of worker's rights, all of which ultimately depend on the right to change employers.

At the same time, their working conditions upon entry to Britain frequently deteriorate because the families they are accompanying usually travel with reduced staff, but rarely adjust their demands accordingly. It has become a sad and painful fact that overseas domestic workers in the UK are now so deprived of rights that they are in a situation of virtual slavery, in which they must endure abuses and exploitation far beyond any reasonable notion of contractual labour.

e) Rights to Associate Effectively in a Trade Union

A. Although not known for her commitment to trade union rights in the United Kingdom or to the Social Charter in the European Community, when UK Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher visited Gdansk on 3 November 1988, she told the Polish workers:

"Experience teaches us that you will only achieve higher growth, only release enterprise, only spur people to greater effort, only obtain their full-hearted commitment to reform, when people have the dignity and enjoyment of personal and political liberty; when they have freedom of expression, freedom of association, the right to form free and independent trade unions".

The Rapporteur agrees with this statement, but regrets the fact that Mrs Thatcher banned trade unions from GCHQ and imposed many restrictions on the freedom and independence of trade unions in Britain, measures which are still restricting effective trade unionism today. The United Kingdom stands out as the one Member State which seems to regard trade unions as "the enemy within".

B. In the United Kingdom:

(i) GCHQ

The ban preventing employees from maintaining membership of or joining trade unions at the Government Communications Headquarters in Cheltenham, after four decades in which trade unionists there had practised the rights to be trade union members, saw its tenth anniversary in January 1994. The Government has been criticised by the supervisory bodies of the International Labour Organisation nearly every year since 1984 for this flagrant breach of ILO Convention 87 which protects freedom of association and the right to organise. The Government dismissed employees who refused to give up their trade union membership. Those sacked trade unionists petitioned the European Parliament.

(ii) The Right to Strike

The ILO has said that in the UK the right to strike is limited by a narrow but unclear legal definition of trade disputes in pursuit of which legal strikes may be called. The ILO has held that unions should be able to call sympathy or solidarity action but that would lay unions open to financial penalties which could bankrupt the union. Strikers are not legally protected against dismissal without compensation. A union which does not disown an unofficial strike must either make it official by the required balloting procedures or lay itself open to massive fines. Any employee engaged in an unofficial
strike can be sacked selectively and would have no right to complain to an industrial tribunal of unfair dismissal.

(iii) Indemnification of Union Members and Officials

Section 15 of the Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) 1992 Act (formerly Section 8 of the 1988 Employment Act) makes it unlawful for the property of any trade union to be applied so as to indemnify any individual for an offence or for contempt of court. This would prevent a trade union from paying a fine imposed upon an official who, for example, was instrumental in a secondary strike. Again, the ILO has ruled that the law is not compatible with Convention 87.

(iv) Discrimination at the Point of Recruitment

In May 1992 the ILO Governing Body upheld a complaint by the TUC against the British Government about blacklisting of trade unionists by organisations such as the Economic League. The TUC argued that the law and practice in Britain provided none of the guarantees, required in countries which have ratified ILO Convention 98 on the right to organise and bargain collectively, against anti-union discrimination at the point of recruitment. Working people have been denied employment in Britain because of their past trade union membership or activity. The ILO said that the Government was under an obligation to establish practical means to ensure that working people had protection against anti-union discrimination. The ILO asked the Government to extend explicit protection against blacklisting or other forms of discrimination based on trade union membership or past trade union activity, and concluded that all practices involving blacklisting of trade union members or officials were a serious threat to the exercise of trade union freedoms and governments should take stringent measures to combat such practices.

C. On 30 April 1993 a dockworker and a journalist won a verdict in the UK Court of Appeal. Their separate cases, taken together, arose from their being deprived of pay rises for refusing to sign personal contracts and give up union bargaining. The court ruled unanimously that it was unlawful for their employers to encourage financially workers to give up union representation, by giving pay rises only to those who signed the personal contracts. The Government immediately responded by amending the law to make such treatment lawful.

D. The UK trade union, MSF, published the details of thirteen typical cases of employment abuses at work, where basic employment and trade union rights have been infringed. The terms of the Rapporteur's resolution would provide a legal framework for preventing these kinds of abuses.

E. The Rapporteur agrees with the European Metalworkers' Federation that "freedom of association and the right to strike are essential prerequisites for negotiations between employers and employees without which bargaining would be no more than a collective begging exercise".

7. Right of asylum. situation of refugees

A. The aggravating unemployment situation, already reaching levels not seen since the end of the second world war, and the spread of racist violence, including a resurgence of anti-semitism, have led virtually all governments of

---

the Union to affirm, in one way or other, that the "boat is full". Not content with blaming immigrants for "stealing" jobs from the native population, populist extreme-right politicians join the chorus in denouncing that more than 90% of asylum-seekers are "economic refugees". Never have we witnessed so many amendments to asylum legislation in the Member States of the Union, a clear indication of short-sightedness, and proof that such amendments have not been part and parcel of providing an overall humanitarian response to a growing refugee crisis.

B. It is apparently never superfluous to reiterate that the 1951 Geneva Convention on the Status of Refugees set the very minimum level of protection which Signatory States should grant to persons fleeing direct individual persecution. Just because an asylum-seeker does not satisfy this strict criteria covering very limited circumstances does in no way imply that s/he is a "liar", an "immigrant in disguise trying to get round immigration controls", trying to siphon off the benefits of social security. Excluded from the strict criteria are Tamils and other victims of ethnic conflicts or civil wars, members of certain persecuted African ethnic minorities, members of groups persecuted by Saddam Hussein of Iraq, war resisters, even those refusing to take part in conflicts condemned by the United Nations, etc. These are most of the people making up the 90% of applicants refused refugee status. By not explaining this to the misinformed public, governments have their share of responsibility in the public's antipathy, or in some cases hatred, of asylum-seekers.

C. It is therefore not enough for governments to simply affirm their obligations under the 1951 Geneva Convention, as amended by its 1967 Protocol. This in itself constitutes a tightening up of their practices since a generous interpretation of the Convention given in the sixties when Western Europe was confronted with a labour shortage. In view of Europe's humanitarian tradition and principles, it is not enough to simply say that yesterday's bona fide refugees are, today, economic migrants who should be kept out. The very least the Union should do is offer temporary protection to other categories of asylum-seekers who do not qualify for Convention Status.

D. On the other hand, the hurdles, if not unsurmountable walls, placed in the way of asylum-seekers are resulting in the transfer of the Union's humanitarian responsibility to countries situated at its periphery, in particular, the former Communist countries in Eastern and Central Europe, but also North African ones, like Morocco and Tunisia. These countries are having to accept an increasing number of asylum-seekers on their territories because of visa restrictions and readmission agreements obliging them to take back all those who transited through their territories and were refused entry into the Union. The 1990 Dublin Convention, as well as the chapter on asylum-seekers of the 1990 Schengen Supplementary Agreement, coupled with readmission agreements and visa restrictions, have, instead of their avowed aim of putting an end to the phenomenon of "refugees-in-orbit", resulted in placing refugees "outside orbit" since most of the countries at the periphery of the Union simply do not have the necessary infrastructure, experience, expertise and financial possibilities to deal with large numbers of asylum-seekers.

33 See the report by the Helsinki Watch ("Foreigners Out" - Xenophobia and Right-Wing Violence in Germany, October 1992) which blamed the racist riots in Rostock from 22 to 27 August 1992 on frequent press coverage of remarks made by some German politicians, linking the rise of racism and xenophobia to the increasing number of asylum-seekers. The new very restrictive asylum law, which came into effect on 1st July 1993, has not, in any way, reduced the level of racist violence. On the contrary, it may have encouraged extreme-right elements into believing that their violent tactics have paid off.
E. Carrier liability laws, required for States that are party to the Schengen Agreement and/or the Dublin Convention\textsuperscript{34}, and the extension of entry visa requirements to all refugee-producing countries have obliged asylum-seekers to resort to the services of traffickers to flee their countries, resulting in the development of a lucrative business in this area. The general response of Member States has been to consider such behaviour on the part of asylum-seekers within a very negative light, treating their use of illegal means of flight as an element against their credibility.\textsuperscript{35}

F. As for those who manage to reach one Member State of the Union, their plight is far from over. Under the pretext of the Dublin Convention not yet being in force, Member States, in particular the UK, have sent back asylum-seekers to other Member States through which they transited, thus often ignoring another principle of the Dublin Convention that the application of an asylum-seeker should be examined in the country where s/he has family members.

G. The authorities are increasingly making use of so-called "international zones" to detain asylum-seekers while the admissibility of their applications are examine\textsuperscript{36}. Not only are such zones a juridical invention of Member States not wanting to consider asylum-seekers who land at their airports as being on their territory, but also the conditions of detention have been denounced by human rights agencies\textsuperscript{37}, and at least one Member State of the Union, namely Belgium, has been found guilty by its own judiciary of violating Article 3 of the European Human Rights Convention\textsuperscript{38}. The detention of asylum-seekers as common criminals, and the increasing use of force and even violence to deport those rejected have already resulted in a number of suicides and deaths.\textsuperscript{39}


\textsuperscript{35} One interesting exception to this tendency concerns the case of a Turkish journalist who used a false identity to flee to Germany. The decision to deport him for using false documents was quashed in November 1993 by the Federal Constitutional Court (BVerGe). (Az.: 2BvR 2451/93)

\textsuperscript{36} See REPORT "on the arrival of asylum-seekers at European airports" of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (Rapporteur: Lord MACKIE OF BENSHIE), Doc. 6490, 12 September 1991.


\textsuperscript{38} On 25 June, the tribunal de première instance of Brussels found the Belgian State guilty of violating Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights by subjecting 19 Somalian asylum-seekers to inhuman and degrading treatment in the transit area of Brussels international airport (see Migration News Sheet, July 1993). Early in December 1993, the same court once again found the Belgian State guilty of maltreatment towards a Zairian woman asylum-seeker and her child in a new retention centre considered to be located in an "international zone". (see Migration News Sheet, January 1994).

\textsuperscript{39} On 14 January 1987, a Zairese national with refugee status in France died on board a flight from Brussels to Kinshaha, accompanied by 2 Belgian State Police officers. The cause of death given initially by the Belgian authorities was suicide by self-poisoning, but this was later excluded after an autopsy.
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H. There have been, moreover, reports that the subsequent deportation of rejected asylum-seekers have, in some cases, resulted in their arrest upon arrival. As for so-called third safe-countries, it is very significant to underline that Germany’s Federal Constitutional Court (Bundesverfassungsgericht) has, in at least 2 cases, ruled that Greece could not be considered as a "third safe-country" for the asylum-seekers in question.

B. Rights of immigrants

A. Due to the escalation of violence and other forms of non-physical abuse against immigrants or those perceived as such (see above), one basic human right of security of person is constantly under threat. Despite assurances given by Member States to protect the rights of immigrants residing legally on their territories, restrictive measures taken aimed officially at combating clandestine immigration and abuse of immigration laws have resulted in the further erosion of the rights of immigrants. For example, immigrants or people perceived as such are subjected to more frequent identity checks, quite often resulting in them being humiliated in public, especially when such checks are systematic and without any real motive. Severe restrictions are being placed on their right to choose a spouse from their country of origin as well as on their right to be joined by family members.

B. Whilst welcoming the fact that a common Schengen visa (as well as a future Community one) will result in visa free travel within the Schengen area (as well as, in principle, the Union) for all persons with authorised residence, new severe conditions for obtaining entry visas have caused new hardships for those who have family members abroad. Other than the very high costs of such visas, there is a whole series of bureaucratic conditions to be fulfilled, thus making it impossible for family members, at short notice to visit immigrants or people of immigrant origin who are residing within the Union. This can be particularly distressful at important occasions, such as birth and marriage, and in tragic circumstances such as illness and death.

C. In absence of effective anti-racist legislation in a number of Member States, immigrants and those of immigrant origin find themselves in a de facto situation as second-class citizens, especially where jobs and housing are

On 25 August 1987, a Sri-Lankan asylum-seeker died as the French authorities were trying to forcibly put him on board a plane for the second time. The official cause of death was a heart attack.

On 8 October 1991, a Zairese asylum-seeker, Omasase LUMUMBA, nephew of the only democratically-elected Zairese president who was assassinated in 1961, died in a London prison. An inquest verdict handed down on 27 July 1993, ruled, by 8 votes to one, that he had been "unlawfully killed" by prison officials. Despite this verdict, the Crown Prosecution Service decided on 9 December 1993 not to prosecute the prison officers alleged to have provoked his death on the grounds of insufficient evidence.

In April 1992, a pregnant Zairese asylum-seeker died allegedly as a consequence of insufficient medical attention by the Dutch authorities while in detention. That same month a Romanian asylum-seeker ended up with permanent brain damage allegedly as a result of force used in an abortive attempt to expel him.

Two rulings of the Federal Constitutional Court (BVerfGE), one on 15 September 1993 (Az.: 2BvR 1938/93), and the other on 21 September (Az.: 2BvR 1953/93) quashed decisions of lower courts to send asylum-seekers back to Greece through which they transited on the grounds that, inter alia, there were no firm guarantees that the latter country would declare their asylum applications admissible. For details, see Migration News Sheet, October 1993.
concerned. The aggravating economic crisis increases their vulnerability to all kinds of discriminatory action.

D. Possible actions to grant them more protection, such as easing of citizenship criteria and dual nationality, and voting rights, are sensitive issues which governments of a number of Member States are reluctant to take up except to make such rights even more restrictive, apparently to satisfy perceived public opinion. One possible exception is Germany where the public's hostility to such rights has significantly lessened following the wave of violence against foreigners.41 Hopefully, such levels of violence will not be necessary to change the minds of politicians of other Member States where such rights do not exist.

E. Residents from ethnic minorities, even those born within the Union, are frequently still considered, de facto and de jure, as "immigrants" and, as such, lack the necessary legal guarantees of their right of residence which they may lose for reasons such as being unemployed or having been convicted of a crime. The practice of expelling non-nationals after having served a prison sentence (the double jeopardy) has been considered on several occasions by the European Court of Human Rights as a violation of Article 8 of the European Human Rights Convention when it concerns people whose essential family ties are in the so-called country of reception42. However, a number of Member States of the Union, namely France43, Italy44 and Portugal45, have recently tightened their aliens' laws to render such expulsions mandatory.

F. As for foreigners without authorization of residence and/or employment, it must be stressed that the desire to work is not a crime and those doing so without permits should not be treated like dangerous criminals. Every effort should be made to ensure that their basic human rights and dignity are respected, and if they are to be deported, they should not be imprisoned in

---

41 An opinion survey carried out by the Emnid Institute for "Der Spiegel" (23/1993) on 2-3 June 1993, suggested that a majority of Germans is in favour of granting foreigners the right to vote at local elections. 62% of respondents responded favourably whereas 28% were against. Even on the issue of dual citizenship, a majority of 53% supported it, compared with 38% who were against.

42 The first most important case in which the practice of double jeopardy was condemned was the one of Moustaquim v. the Belgian State in which the latter was found guilty, on 18 February 1991, of violating Article 8. This was preceded by the Djeroud Case (amicable settlement reached with the French Government) of 23 January 1991 (Case n° 34/1990/225/289), and followed by the Beljoudi Case of 26 March 1992 (Case n° 55/1990/246/317) against France, and the Lamquindaz Case of 28 June 1993 (Case n° 48/1992/393/471) against the United Kingdom.

43 The amendment to the penal code, adopted on 22 July 1992 and entered into force on 1st September 1993 allows judges to decide on other forms of sanctions other than imprisonment. Where convicted foreigners are concerned, such sanctions include banishment from French soil.

44 On 13 April 1993, the decree number 107/93, aimed at improving the administration of prisons through the reduction of the number of those in jail, came into force. Article 8 of this decree authorises, simply upon request by the police or the penitentiary authorities and with the approval of the judiciary, the expulsion of foreign detainees, even those awaiting a judgement, either of an appeal or following an arrest.

45 The new Portuguese Aliens Law, signed by the President on 29 December 1992, entered into force on 8 March 1993.
inhuman conditions and should be given ample time to collect their belongings and arrange their return journey. The use of violent and coercive means, such as wide adhesive tapes placed around the mouth and a body belt composed of 2 pairs of handcuffs, one for the legs and the other for the wrists, allegedly led to the death, on 1st August 1993 in London, of a 40-year old Jamaican mother.

G. Where international instruments on the protection of the rights of migrant workers are concerned, most Member States of the Union are seriously lagging behind. So far, not one Member State has signed the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families, adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1990.

H. The oldest legal instrument of the International Labour Organisation (ILO) in this field, ie. Convention n° 97 concerning migration for employment (1949) still requires the signature and/or ratification of Denmark, Greece, Ireland and Luxembourg. As for ILO Convention n° 111 concerning discrimination in employment and occupation (1958), it lacks the signature and/or ratification of Ireland, Luxembourg and the United Kingdom. A third ILO Convention, n° 143 concerning migrations in abusive conditions and the promotion of equality of opportunity and treatment of migrant workers (1975) has only been signed by two Member States of the Union, Italy and Portugal.

I. As for conventions of the Council of Europe, all 12 Member States have signed and ratified the 1961 European Social Charter. On the other hand, another instrument that promotes the equality of treatment of migrant and national workers in the fields of recruitment, residence and work permits, family reunion, working conditions, housing, social security, schooling and vocational training, etc., viz. the 1977 European Convention on the Legal Status of Migrant Workers has only been signed and ratified by four Member States: France, the Netherlands, Portugal and Spain. Ratification is lacking in the case of Belgium, Germany, Greece, Italy and Luxembourg whereas Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom have not even signed the text.

9. Respect for privacy

On the basis of the European Convention on Human rights and the Declaration by the European Parliament, there must be freedom of thought, freedom of opinion and information, and privacy. "Everyone shall have right to respect and protection for their identity and "respect for privacy and family life, reputation, the home and private correspondence shall be guaranteed".

III. Conclusion

The extent to which the Rapporteur could analyse respect for Human Rights within the European Union in 1993 (the second Annual Report) has been limited by the number of pages available for the Report. Therefore, it has not been

---

46 See, for example, the complaint lodged with the Paris County Court (tribunal de grande instance de Paris) against the Paris Police for detaining foreigners awaiting expulsion in the basement and ground floor of the Paris court house under alleged inhuman and degrading conditions (cf. Migration News Sheet, December 1993).

47 Article 4 of the Declaration.

48 Article 5 of the Declaration.

49 Article 6 of the Declaration.

50 PV 50 II of 17.12.1993, p. 54, Resolution on providing legal protection against interference in peoples private lives (A3-0347/93).
possible or his intention to repeat all the points in the first Annual Report or in the 1989 Report on a European Community Declaration of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms. Both these previous Reports of Mr De Gucht laid the groundwork on which the Parliament must try and build.

However, Annual Reports must not be restricted to simply updating the points made in the 1989 Report and the previous Annual Reports on Respect for Human Rights in the European Union. Moreover, the existing European Convention of Human Rights of the Council of Europe, which is already ratified by the Member States, cannot be regarded as secondary to the European Parliament's 1989 Declaration with its draft of a European Community Human Rights Instrument.

The Reports of the European Parliament in this area of Human Rights are not legal or quasi-legal documents which need to be written in the language of lawyers.

Consequently, the Rapporteur has produced a political report. Due to the limited space, he has prioritised what he regards either as the worst or the most common infringements of Human Rights. He has introduced new areas for examination and made fresh emphases.

Within the Member States of the European Union the level of Human Rights is regarded as being amongst the highest in the world. However, a genuinely civilised society must be constantly vigilant in exposing human rights violations and in rectifying and improving the situation. Civil and political rights and justice within the law are very important Human Rights but they are not the only ones. Social rights and freedom from poverty and crime are human rights too!
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (B3-0442/93)  

pursuant to Rule 63 of the Rules of Procedure  
by Mrs ROTH and Mr TARADASH  
on preserving the sites of Nazi concentration camps

The European Parliament,

A. having regard to the serious threat to the preservation of the sites of Nazi concentration camps and to their special historical significance,

B. rejecting any arbitrary confusion between the events which took place in Nazi concentration camps and any use to which they may have been put after the war,

C. taking the view that the millions who died under the Nazi concentration camp regime should have the respect both of current and future generations and that young people's education today should be inspired by the sacrifice made by these millions for freedom, human rights and peace,

D. having regard to the importance of preserving all archives containing material on the Nazi concentration camp regime, particularly those in Arolsen, and of opening them up for research purposes,

E. protesting against the current wave of racism, anti-Semitism and xenophobia and against any recurrence of Nazi ideology,

1. Calls for support for any initiative which aims to preserve Nazi concentration camps and hence their historical significance and calls for them to be placed under European and international protection;

2. Calls for a review of all laws and regulations in the Member States which aim to combat neo-nazism in all its guises and for the effective, immediate and stringent application of these measures.
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (B3-0340/93)
pursuant to Rule 63 of the Rules of Procedure
by the following Members: Coimbra Martins, Puerta, Happart, Vecchi, Valent, Domingo Segarra, Papayannakis, Staes, Geraghty, Suarez Gonzalez, Bandres Molet and Llorca Vilaplana

on deportations and double punishments

The European Parliament

A. whereas freedom of movement and establishment in the EC ought by now to be effective and generally applicable,

B. whereas deportations of Community citizens nevertheless continue to occur in several Member States,

C. whereas these deportations form part of standard procedure in these Member States for nationals of another Member State who have just served a prison sentence in the host state,

D. whereas deported Community citizens, who may formerly have been residents, are consequently sometimes separated from spouse and offspring,

1. Draws the attention of the authorities of the Member States to the fact that these deportations represent blatant violations of the principle of freedom of movement and establishment;

2. Notes, with respect to recital C, sadly a very frequent occurrence, that these deportations constitute an arbitrary second punishment on top of the official punishment, the payment of a debt to society;

3. Warns, particularly with respect to recital D, that the released offender's chances for social reintegration are diminished still further, if not eliminated, by deportation;

4. Maintains that these deportations ought therefore to be the subject of a report to be drawn up by the Subcommittee on Human Rights.
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (B3-0124/93)

pursuant to Rule 63 of the Rules of Procedure

by Mr STAES

on 1993 as the International Year of Indigenous Peoples

The European Parliament,

A. having regard to the resolution by the General Assembly of the United Nations to proclaim 1993 the International Year of Indigenous Peoples,

1. Calls on the Commission, the Council and the Member States to launch educational and awareness programmes;

2. Calls on the Commission and the Council to take account, in all their proposals and decisions, of the effects on indigenous peoples;

3. Calls on the Commission and the Council to make a positive contribution in the negotiations on the Universal Declaration of Indigenous Peoples, for example, towards respecting the groups rights of indigenous peoples (such as the right to land, the right of self-determination and the right to a separate identity);

4. Calls on the Commission and the Council to draw up a comprehensive European policy on indigenous peoples;

5. Calls on the Commission and the Council to improve development cooperation with, and in the interests of, indigenous peoples;

6. Calls on the Commission and the Council to draw up projects and programmes for indigenous peoples with a view to enhancing their legal rights, preserving their cultural identity, improving the potential of their own organizations and asserting their land rights.
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (B3-0633/93)
pursuant to Rule 63 of the Rules of Procedure

by Mr NEWMAN

on the Hamlet named "Mort-aux-Juifs" in France

The European Parliament,

A. Having regard to the European Communities Joint Declaration Against Racism and Xenophobia,

B. Noting that there is a hamlet in the village of Cortemaux near Montargis, France that has been known for the last 500 years as "Mort-aux-Juifs",

C. Expresses its horror and disgust at this name,

1. Calls on the French Authorities to immediately change the name of this hamlet.
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (B3-1189/93)

pursuant to Rule 63 of the Rules of Procedure

by Mr ARBELOA MURU

on religious toleration

The European Parliament.

A. having regard to Recommendation 1202 (1993) of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe,

B. having regard to the conclusions of the hearing on religious toleration organized by the above Assembly in Jerusalem in 1992 and of the colloquy on the arrival of Jewish refugees in Turkey held in Istanbul in the same year,

1. Calls on its competent committee to draw up a document covering such aspects as legal protection, education and exchange, information and cultural dimensions, research and publications, with a view to defending and promoting the values of respect, tolerance and cooperation within and between the various religious faiths existing in the Community.
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (B3-1388/93)
pursuant to Rule 63 of the Rules of Procedure
by Mr DAVID
on the free movement of football supporters

The European Parliament:

A. welcomes the free movement of people throughout the European Community,

B. mindful of the need to end football hooliganism,

C. notes with concern the fact that football supporters from the UK have been "rounded up" and photographed indiscriminately and their names recorded,

D. notes with concern that innocent individuals travelling to football matches from the UK have been stopped and detained in Belgium for no apparent reason other than the fact that their names have appeared on a "list",

1. Calls upon the relevant committee to produce a report on the situation and implications of persons not being allowed to visit other Member States to watch football matches or other sporting events,

2. Calls upon the relevant committee to examine the activities of the NCIS Football Unit and its method of operation,

3. Asks that a comprehensive report be written which indicates proposals on how safeguards might be introduced to prevent the denial of civil liberties to law abiding football supporters,

(*) National Criminal Intelligence Service
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (B3-1538/92)

pursuant to Rule 63 of the Rules of Procedure

by Mrs MUSCARDINI

on Amnesty International's open letter

The European Parliament,

A. whereas, an Amnesty International open letter has provided evidence showing that millions of children around the world are being tortured, imprisoned and even executed by security forces with the tacit consent of governments,

B. whereas too often, even in Community Member States, minors are subjected to abuses of all kinds and children are made to perform heavy work in conditions of semi-slavery,

1. Calls for trade, association and other agreements signed by the Community with third countries to be made conditional upon respect for children's rights;

2. Calls for a special body to be set up to monitor the living conditions of children in the Community Member States.
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (B3-0650/93)
pursuant to Rule 63 of the Rules of Procedure
by Mr James Glyn FORD
on incitement to anti-semitism in Ireland

The European Parliament,

a. considering its former resolutions on racism, xenophobia and antisemitism;

b. shocked by the fact that the previous Irish Government through the Bord na Leabhair Gaelige subsidised an anti-Semitic memoir in the Irish language;

c. considering these a violation of international laws forbidding incitement of racial hatred;

1. Demand that the grant be withdrawn by the Irish Government and an apology given to the Jewish Community;
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
pursuant to RULE 63 of the Rules of Procedure
by Mr FALCONER
on the elimination of racial discrimination

The European Parliament,

A. Having regard to the Evrigenis report of 1986, and the subsequent
declaration issued jointly by the European Parliament, the EEC
Council of Ministers, and the European Commission,

B. Having regard to the first and second Ford reports on Racism and
Xenophobia,

C. Having regard to Article 235 of the Treaty establishing the
European community

D. Having regard to the document "The Starting Line", prepared by
a group of experts drawn from six member states,

E. Whereas the appended explanatory statement and document "The
Starting Line" is presented as a proposal for a Draft Council
Directive,

Calls on the President to refer this resolution and appendices
to the appropriate committees for
The increase in racial violence

Of all the forces which threaten to disrupt the peace and stability of Europe, the most alarming are racism, ethnic nationalism and xenophobia. Their manifestations in 1992 included: outside the Community the war in Yugoslavia and civil strife in the former Soviet Union; inside the Community, outbreaks of racist violence in many places. These outbreaks were not unprecedented but they have been getting worse.

During the first three months of 1992, the number of attacks on foreigners in Germany increased by 400% over the same period in the preceding year. There were nearly 60% attacks, most of them carried out by people under 20 years of age. In April, a Jewish cemetery in Berlin was desecrated: there had been similar desecrations earlier in France and Britain. In France, too, racist attacks have increased with North Africans the main targets. (An opinion survey in France in November 1991 found that 49% of respondents had negative views of north Africans, while 62% wanted to reject immigrants from eastern and central Europe.) In Spain, in June 1992, 30 Right-wing extremists attacked a group of north Africans, injuring some of them severely, and about 200 north Africans fled the town of Fraga in fear of further violence. (The Mayor resigned in protest against the failure of the central authorities to prevent the violence, which he had predicted.) In Italy, attacks on seasonal workers from many parts of Africa have been increasing in the south: some victims have been seriously injured by firearms. In Britain, Somalian refugees have suffered stone-throwing and physical assaults in Sheffield, while a mosque in Greenwich, east London, has been desecrated and many people in the area attacked. An Afghan refugee was murdered in the summer in what a police officer described as 'a racist attack with no possible provocation'. Arson attacks have increased in several countries: against African immigrants in north Italy; in Germany, where a refugee hostel in Rostock was set to fire; while in Britain, arson against the homes of south Asians has been happening for many years. These publicised examples represent only a fraction of the violence which occurs.

Everyday Discrimination

Such violence is the most obvious symptom of a deep malaise. Even those foreigners and members of minorities who have not experienced it must go in constant fear of its happening to them or their families. Racism and xenophobia produce an environment of graffiti, shouted insults and false propaganda which make daily life miserable and insecure. But this is not all. Even where there is no open violence or insult, there is daily injustice in the form of unfair discrimination. Minorities often suffer less favourable treatment in the grant of jobs, housing, health care, education and the provision of goods and services generally than the members of national majorities living alongside them – even at a time when some among those majorities are experiencing worse prospects in employment than in earlier decades. To tackle only violence, incitement and insult would be to leave these daily injustices...
undisturbed, and would not go to the root of a problem which produces a two-tier society. For those in the lower tier, disadvantages reinforce each other. Poor education, low-grade jobs and housing problems make them the objects of low regard. A great effort is needed to overcome such systematic discrimination. Legislative protection will not only give a remedy to the individual but will declare, on behalf of the responsible authorities, firm opposition to racism in all its forms.

The Community’s Institutions

At least since the mid-1980’s, the European Community’s institutions have shown concern about the growth of racism and xenophobia within European Community territory. Parliament endorsed the Evrigenis report of 1986 and the Ford report of 1991. In 1986 the Council, Commission and Parliament issued a joint Declaration, vigorously condemning all forms of intolerance, hostility and use of force against persons or groups of persons on the grounds of racial, religious, cultural, social or national differences, and a further Declaration at Maastricht in 1991 called for member states to act clearly and unambiguously. The Commission has twice sponsored studies of anti-discrimination laws in member states.

This concern springs from several sources. One is anxiety about the growth in support, in certain countries, for parties of the extreme Right. Another is fear that racist propaganda is producing violence and social unrest, irrespective of the activities of political parties. A third responds to the moral outrage of those who remember all too well what Europe has suffered from racism and xenophobia in this century and to the justified fears of minorities for their own safety and peace.

These matters affect not only the member states, individually, but the Community as such. The European Council’s Declaration made at Maastricht expressed the conviction that combating discrimination in all its forms was ‘vital to the European Community’, and asked Ministers and the Commission to increase their efforts to combat discrimination and xenophobia and to strengthen the legal protection for third country nationals in the territories of the member states.

National legislation in the member states has a vital role to play, but so far it has not succeeded in tackling the problem throughout the Community. National measures to deal with racial and ethnic discrimination in member states vary widely in character and effectiveness. A detailed description of them is to appear in a report from the Commission, expected early in 1993. In some countries no legal process is available to an aggrieved individual. In others, a process is available but the law fails to cover all the important areas where discrimination may take place.

The need for action

Community action against racism and xenophobia is now necessary because...
the Community's own acknowledged respect for the general principles of law, and in particular the fundamental rights, principles and rights on which Member States' constitutional law is based and which are stated in the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, requires action on the obvious breaches of human rights which racism and xenophobia are causing.

(ii) in the single market, unjust discrimination will interfere with the free movement of persons and services by preventing persons who suffer it from obtaining jobs, housing or services they seek.

(iii) variations between national levels of protection will discourage persons likely to suffer discrimination from moving to those States where protection is small or non-existent.

(iv) prompt action is required for the proper functioning of the single market: a Community Directive would impose a time-limit on Member States for producing their own legislation, and would lay down a common pattern, providing some guarantee to the persons likely to suffer unjust discrimination that they would, in any part of European Community territory, have a legal remedy.

Community Competence

A model for such a Directive already exists in Council Directive 76/207/EEC of 9 February 1976 on the principle of equal treatment for men and women. The preamble to this measure acknowledges that action to achieve equal treatment in respect of access to employment and vocational training and promotion and in respect of other working conditions' appears to be necessary. It invokes Article 235 of the EEC Treaty since 'the Treaty does not confer the necessary specific powers for this purpose' and 'equal treatment for male and female workers constitutes one of the objectives of the Community, in so far as the harmonisation of living and working conditions while maintaining their improvement are inter alia to furthered'. The only doubt that can arise whether racial discrimination could equally well be the subject of a Directive is the question whether equal treatment between persons of different racial/ethnic origins constitutes an objective of the Community, and the wording cited above from 76/207/EEC strongly suggests that it may do so. The furthering of harmonisation of living and working conditions surely applies to all workers and their families. Indeed the preamble to Council Directive 75/117/EEC on equal pay for men and women not only claims the authority of Article 119 but also states that: 'It is desirable to reinforce the basic laws by standards aimed at facilitating the practical application of the principle of equality in such a way that all employees in the Community can be protected in these matters'.

The attached text of a possible Directive is based on the assumption that Community competence exists to legislate in this field. There is, however, a further question: can it legislate only for Community nationals and their families, or can it protect all residents in the jurisdiction from unjust discrimination? This text assumes, having regard to the case-law of
the European Court of Justice, that some Community competence exists regarding third-country nationals. Furthermore, all Member States agreed at Maastricht in December 1991 that the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms formed part of the general principles of community law, and it is essential to the European Convention that it provides for the basic rights of everyone within a jurisdiction. There will obviously be some respects in which third-country nationals occupy a different legal position from European Community nationals. But there is a strong case for saying that they should at least be protected from racial/ethnic discrimination producing unjust treatment. This is an important practical point, since many people suffering the most severely from racial/ethnic discrimination are third-country nationals.

On these assumptions, a group of independent experts has prepared the following text, in the hope that it may serve as a draft for a Council Directive.
THE STARTING LINE

PROPOSAL

TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT, COUNCIL AND COMMISSION
TO MEMBER STATES OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY

for a

Draft Council Directive concerning the
Elimination of Racial Discrimination

(Text prepared by a group of independent experts)

December 1992
The Council of the European Communities, having regard to the Treaty establishing the European community and in particular Article 235 thereof;

Having regard to the proposal from the Commission,

Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament,

Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee,

Considering that the Member States, in the preamble to the Single European Act, declared their determination to work together to promote democracy on the basis of fundamental rights, notably freedom, equality and social justice, and being aware of the responsibility of Europe, notably to implement in particular the principles of democracy and compliance with the law and with the human rights to which these are attached;

Considering that the Presidents of the Parliament and the Council, the Representatives of the Member States meeting within the Council and the President of the Commission signed on 11 Jurte 1986 the Declaration against Racism, Racial Discrimination and Xenophobia and in favour of Harmonious Relations among all the Communities existing in Europe, enabling organisations and individuals in any Member State to urge their government to abide by the spirit of this joint Declaration and implement measures to combat racism and xenophobia.

Considering that the European Council, at its meeting of 9 and 10 December 1991, stated in its Declaration on racism and xenophobia its concern at the growing extent of expressions of racism and xenophobia in Europe; that it expressed its conviction that the struggle against every form of discrimination is essential for the European Community, and that it called on the Ministers and the Commission to intensify their efforts in the struggle against racism and xenophobia and to strengthen legal protection for third-country nationals on the territory of Member States; considering that discrimination between human beings on grounds of race, colour or ethnic origin is an obstacle to friendly and peaceful relations between groups, and is capable of disturbing the peace and security and the harmony of persons living side by side in the European Community.

Considering that the elimination of all forms of racial discrimination, whether direct or indirect, and of attitudes and behaviour inspired by racism and xenophobia require the adoption of strict standards and measures of control, together with their application by national, regional and local authorities;

Considering the primary responsibility of the mass media and of education in elimination social prejudices among young people and public opinion generally and in the promotion of harmonious relations between different groups, particularly in avoiding sensationalist treatment of the differences which from time to time create opposition between these groups;

Considering that these diverse groups cannot coexist successfully when there is no equal enjoyment or exercise of human rights and fundamental freedoms for all these groups; and that these groups should not feel themselves marginalised and left out of
account; these groups must from now on benefit equally with others from prompt measures, including positive actions, adopted within the framework of an effective equal opportunities policy;

has adopted this Directive:

Article 1

1. In this Directive, equal treatment signifies the absence of any discrimination, direct or indirect, on ground of race, colour, descent, nationality, national or ethnic origin in the economic, social and cultural fields, and also, subject to certain conditions, at the level of public life, notably in whatever concerns:

- the exercise of a professional activity, whether salaried or self-employed;
- access to any job or post, dismissals and other working conditions;
- social security;
- health and welfare benefits;
- education;
- vocational guidance and vocational training;
- housing;
- provision of good, facilities and services;
- participation in social, cultural and public life

2. In this Directive, the term "racial discrimination" shall mean any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, colour, descent, nationality, or national or ethnic origin which has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing, of human rights and fundamental freedoms or the participation in the political, economic, social, cultural or any other field of public life.

3. This Directive shall be without prejudice to national laws regulations and administrative provisions in favour of certain disadvantaged groups which aim to remove existing inequalities affecting them and to promote effective equality of opportunity between members of society.

Article 2

1. Member States shall take the measures necessary to ensure that:

- laws, regulations and administrative provisions relating to the areas listed in Article 1 shall conform to the principle of equal treatment defined in that Article.

- those provisions in collective agreements, individual contracts, employment regulations and rules governing the exercise of independent
professions, which are contrary to the principle of equal treatment as defined in Article 1, shall be null and void or may be declared null and void or may be revised.

2. Without prejudice to the provisions of Community law, Member States shall set conditions under which every person may participate on an equal footing in society, in particular at the local level.

Article 3

1. Member States shall take the necessary measures, in conformity with their legal systems, to prohibit under legal sanctions:

a) any discrimination of the kind in Article 1 practised by any natural or legal person;

b) racist or xenophobic propaganda and insult, and incitement to racial discrimination, hatred or violence;

c) any organisations which promote such propaganda or incitement together with membership of those organisations and aid, notably financial aid, given to them;

d) any act or practice by a public authority or public institution of racial discrimination against persons, groups of persons or institutions;

e) the sponsorship, defence or support by any public authority or public institution of racial discrimination by any person or organisation.

2. They shall ensure, by means of information and training and where need arises by administrative sanctions, that all officials and other representatives of the public authorities at every level abstain in the exercise of their functions from any racial discriminatory, racist or xenophobic speech or behaviour.

3. They shall take the necessary measures to ensure that educators and persons working in the mass media are aware that they bear responsibility for an educative role; in promoting and recognition, enjoyment and effective exercise, by every individual, of human rights and fundamental freedoms; in the struggle against racism and xenophobia; and in protecting young people and public opinion generally from racial prejudice, and that educators and persons working in the mass media behave accordingly.

4. Member States shall ensure that:
a) their legal systems shall provide appropriate measures whereby every person who considers himself to have been the object of discrimination contrary to the principles set out in this Directive may have recourse to a judicial remedy;

b) victims of racial discrimination shall be granted adequate compensation;

c) an effective judicial remedy shall enable persons who consider themselves wronged to defend their rights. The State shall provide for adequate information on these remedies.

d) the right of organisations concerned with the defence of human rights and in particular with the struggle against racism and xenophobia to institute or support a legal action shall be recognised;

e) appropriate bodies shall be established to which complaints of any activities which are contrary to the principles set out in this Directive may be submitted. Such bodies shall be required to investigate all complaints to it and shall be granted all necessary powers fully to investigate any complaint. Such bodies shall reach conclusions on all complaints which conclusions shall be public unless otherwise requested by the victim;

f) appropriate conciliation procedures are made available which are capable of resolving difficulties between various individuals; such conciliation procedures shall not be mandatory except at the election of the victim. This shall be without prejudice to the victims recourse to the remedies in accordance with article 3 (4) (a) above.

Article 4

Members States shall ensure that:

a) where persons who consider themselves wronged by failure to apply to them the principle of equal treatment and of non-discrimination establish at any stage of proceedings before a court or other competent authority, as the case may be, a presumption of discrimination, it shall be for the respondent to prove that there has been no contravention of non-discrimination. The complainant shall have the benefit of any doubt that remains.

b) A presumption of discrimination is established where the complainant shows a fact or a series of facts which would, if not rebutted, amount to direct or indirect discrimination.

c) This Directive shall be without prejudice to the right of Member States to impose the legal burden of proof upon the respondents.
d) The provisions under 4 a, b and c are not applicable for procedures under criminal law.

Article 5

Member States shall not derogate from the provisions of this Directive save on grounds of public policy, public security or public health.

Article 6

Member States shall take care that the provisions adopted pursuant to this Directive, together with the relevant provisions already in force, are brought to the attention of the public by all appropriate means.

Article 7

1. Member States shall adopt the laws, regulations and administrative provisions necessary to comply with this Directive no later than two years after the adoption of the Directive. They shall forthwith inform the Commission thereof.

2. When Member States adopt the provisions referred to in paragraph 1, such provisions shall contain a reference to this Directive or be accompanied by such reference on the occasion of their official publication. The methods of making such a reference shall be laid down by the Member States.

3. Member States shall communicate to the Commission the texts of the provisions of national law already adopted or being adopted in the field governed by this Directive.

Article 8

Every two years following the expiration of the period of two years provided for in Article 7, paragraph 1, Member States shall forward to the Commission all information necessary to enable it to draw up a report on the application of this Directive for submission to the European Parliament and the Council.
Petition No. 546/92 by Mr Edomond DE GUELLE (British) on activities of the 'Economic League' in the United Kingdom

The petitioner complains of the inaction of the British authorities following the discovery of a secret list being kept by the 'Economic League' in the United Kingdom concerning individuals who are considered subversive elements and therefore unsuitable for certain posts. The petitioner, who is a member of the NUPE and former member of the Young Socialists, has learned that his name is included on this blacklist. He has referred the matter to the Queen, the Prime Minister and the Home Secretary of the United Kingdom without success; this because the list in question is handwritten and does not fall under the provisions of the Data Protection Act. The petitioner requests the assistance of the European Parliament in upholding fundamental rights in the United Kingdom.

Petition No. 677/92 by Mr Criostóir de Baróid (Irish) on behalf of the 'BETWEEN' organization on the discontinuation of EC funding for 'BETWEEN'

The petitioner protests at the arbitrary and high-handed manner in which Commission officials in 1990 stopped the financial aid which 'BETWEEN' was receiving from the Community as a non-governmental organization promoting reconciliation and human rights in northern Ireland, because of the organization's publication. The petitioner notes that recent statements by the Irish Ministry for Foreign Affairs and the International Fund for Ireland indicate a desire to restart talks on the matter which had resulted in deadlock in July 1991. The petitioner calls for the Community's financial assistance to be restored to its 1989 level and calls on the Commission to withdraw its slanderous insinuations about the activities of 'BETWEEN'.

Petition No. 22/93 by Mr Carl Patrick Peltzer (British) on euthanasia in the Netherlands

The petitioner expresses his indignation at the decision by the authorities and doctors in the Netherlands to carry out euthanasia on his natural father without having asked his opinion or even informing him.

The petitioner, who had not met his natural father since childhood, came to the Netherlands in search for him. He encountered severe difficulties until finally he was informed that his father had undergone euthanasia. The petitioner wishes to initiate legal proceedings but does not have sufficient means and is not entitled to legal aid in the Netherlands.

Petition No. 75/93 by Mr Joachim RECTOR (German) on a ban on National Socialist ideologies

The petitioner was arrested by the Gestapo in 1943 because he had refused to perform the Hitler salute or take the military oath. He remained in prison until 8 May 1945. In view of the neo-Nazi excesses of recent months in Germany he considers it necessary for the European Parliament to adopt a resolution to read as follows:

'The European Parliament notes that those persecuted by the Nazi regime and the resistance fighters against Nazi barbarity have made a valuable contribution to
the realization of human dignity and human rights in Germany and in Europe. It is the duty of all governments to honour their memory by continuing to ensure respect and protection of human values and of human rights in Germany and in Europe! In accordance with the UN Charter on the protection of human rights the European Parliament considers it to be its obligation to protect the legacy of all those persecuted by the Nazi regime by means of legislation and covenants with all the Member States of the Council of Europe and to prevent any repeated seizure of power by the Nazi regime of terror and to prevent any occult neo-Nazi regime of terror from occurring in Germany and in Europe ever again! In order to avert further damage as a result of Nazi and neo-Nazi terror in Germany and Europe we call on all government bodies and educational institutions to take the strictest possible measures against every type of Nazi ideology and every type of Nazi terror movement!

- Petition No. 105/93 by Mr Francisco IRIBARNE (Spanish) on a miscarriage of justice and arbitrary arrest

The petitioner, who was sentenced in the Principality of Andorra and transferred to a French prison on 17 December 1985, claims to have been arbitrarily arrested. He never received any answer to the letters he sent to the President of the French Republic and the French legal authorities. It was only after a memorandum forwarded by registered mail to the public prosecutor on 20 January 1990 that he was referred to the Andorra Courts since it had judged and sentenced him.

The petitioner complains that none of the legal requirements concerning interrogations and information to be given to detainees was met.

- Petition No. 421/93 by Mr Aristeidis SOTIROPOULOS (Greek) on problems of racism in Germany

The petitioner, who is married to a German national, with whom he has an 8-year old son, lives and works in the city of Augsburg in Germany. He and his family moved into an apartment from which they were evicted after neighbours' complaints about their behaviour.

The petitioner, however, maintains that for years both he and his wife and child suffered from the boorish and disparaging attitude of their neighbours because of the petitioner's nationality. The petitioner maintains that he and his wife received threats and that the accusations about their anti-social behaviour were motivated by malice.

- Petition No. 576/93 by the 'Villeurbanne Family Planning Association' bearing 19 signatures on sex tourism and child prostitution in third countries

The petitioners request the European Parliament to take urgent measures to put an end to the enslavement of poor children in third countries by our citizens.

Together with UNICEF the petitioners call for:

'(1) a law prohibiting the advertising and organization of 'sex tours' by organizations in European countries;
(2) severe criminal legislation against companies and organizations offering such services and the men who use them;
the establishment of links with the Third World, whose children are being destroyed by us, in order to track down and punish European organizations and individuals guilty of such practices outside their countries with the same penalties they would expect to face for such offences in their own countries.

.. The petitioners say No to a Europe which allows its nationals to prostitute children in the Third World.'

- Petition No. 590/93 by Mrs Vilma Maria FERNANDES-MAZGON (Italian) on behalf of 'VERITAS-Comité de Soutien', bearing 82 signatures, 'for an honest police force and a free and independent legal system in France'

The petitioner asks that her family, three of whose members are Pakistani, be restored their civic rights. She says that the members of her family, 'street pedlars', are constantly harassed and have suffered 'moral, physical and economic prejudice from certain French police officers and witnesses'. They have formed a support committee for a petition 'for an honest police force and a free and independent legal system in France' in order to make the 'French State publicly acknowledge its share of responsibility for (their) suffering...' and to call on the European Parliament and the UN Subcommittee on Human Rights to establish a 'European human rights police force'.

- Petition No. 600/93 by Mr E.M. ZIAZOPULUS (Greek), on behalf of the 'Christian Union of Education Officials' on the inclusion of the holder's religious faith on new Greek identity cards

The petitioners believe that the Greek nation and Orthodoxy are historically almost identical concepts and therefore, wishing to keep their identity cards, they claim the right for religious faith to be entered on these documents.

- Petition No. 601/93 by the 'Young Mothers Union - the Apostle Paul' (Greece), bearing 1 600 signatures, on the inclusion of the holder's religious faith on new Greek identity cards

The petitioners believe that the European Parliament's opposition to the entry of religious faith on the new Greek identity cards is an infringement of a human right. They claim this right because they believe that religion is a part of their identity.

- Petition No. 622/93 by Mr Ignazio BARBUSCIA (Italian), on behalf of the International Association for Religious Freedom, bearing 194 signatures, on the Greek law on the statement of religion on identity cards

The petitioner calls on the European Parliament to make representations to the Greek Government urging it to repeal the law obliging Greek citizens to state their religion on their identity cards. 'This law does not comply either with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights or the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms'.
At its meeting of 21 September 1993 the Committee on Culture, Youth, Education and the Media appointed Mr José Antonio Escudero draftsman.

At its meeting of 2 December 1993 it considered the draft opinion.

At that meeting it adopted the conclusions as a whole unanimously.

The following took part in the vote: Banotti, chairman; Simeoni, vice-chairman; Escudero, rapporteur; Barzanti, Cingari, Dührkop-Dührkop (for Rubert de Ventos), Elliott, Gröner, Maibaum, Llorca Vilaplana (for Fontaine) and Stewart-Clark.
I. INTRODUCTION

The drafting of an Annual Report on respect for human rights in the European Community is an important task which deserves the very greatest attention, both because a democratic society which fails to observe these rights is inconceivable, and because it would be a farce for the Community to demand that third countries respect the fundamental rights of the individual if its own position on the matter were not a scrupulous one.

It is possible to insist on respect for human rights as such, independent of any recognition of standards in national legislation or international treaties. However, the basic documents underpinning the Community make explicit reference to human rights, as one would expect. The ECSC Treaty banned all discrimination in remuneration and working conditions (Article 69(4)). The EEC Treaty prohibited all discrimination between the nationals of the Member States (37(1) and 48(2)). The same Treaty (Article 173) and the Euratom Treaty (Article 146) dealt with judicial safeguards for individuals; the former refers to the existence of a Court guaranteeing respect for the law, whilst the second defends the equal right of individuals to institute proceedings before a Court of Justice in respect of a decision which they consider to be in contravention of the law.

Later on, the Preamble to the Single Act dealt with the promotion of democracy on the basis of the recognition of fundamental rights. Finally, the Treaty on European Union has explicitly guaranteed a number of these rights: the right of citizens of the Union to move and reside freely within the Community (Article 8a), the political right to vote and stand as a candidate (8b), the development of education and professional training (Articles 126 and 127), protection of human health (130r), the fight against poverty (130u) and elections by universal suffrage (138(3)). To guarantee these and other rights, the Treaty entrusts the Court of Justice with reviewing the legality of acts (Article 173) and introduces the figure of the Ombudsman (Article 138e).

II. THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE COMMUNITY

In examining its own position on the issue of human rights, the European Community is faced by two major problems.

First problem: The actual definition and listing of these fundamental rights. In view of the variety of different declarations laying down standards and the very different status they enjoy (Universal Declaration of Human Rights, UN International Covenants on Civil and Political Rights and Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, European Social Charter, references in the EC Treaties themselves, etc) it seems appropriate to abide by a specific list of rules, since it is only on this basis that citizens may be able to protest against harmful acts. Above all, to confine ourselves to the topic under consideration here, it is only by examining this list of rights in full in all the EC Member States that the Annual Reports can be drawn up with proper guarantees. We shall return to this topic later.

In this connection, it is important to remember that the European Parliament has itself drawn up a Declaration of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms, whose 24 articles lay down the following rights: human dignity (Article 1), the right to life (Article 2), equality before the law (Article 3), freedom of thought (Article 4), freedom of opinion and information (Article 5), privacy (Article
6), protection of the family (Article 7), freedom of movement (Article 8), the right of ownership (Article 9), freedom of assembly (Article 10), freedom of association (Article 11), freedom to choose an occupation (Article 12), just working conditions (Article 13), collective social rights (Article 14), social welfare (Article 15), the right to education and freedom of education (Article 16), political democracy (Article 17), the right of access to information (Article 18), the right of access to the courts (Article 19), the non-bis in idem principle (Article 20), the non-retroactivity of criminal law (Article 21), the abolition of the death penalty (Article 22), the right to petition the European Parliament (Article 23) and the right to environmental protection (Article 24).

Second problem: As regards the protection of these fundamental rights, the Community must choose one of the following alternatives: either it can accede to the European Convention on Human Rights, which would require an institutional restructuring of the two courts concerned (the Court of Justice of the European Communities and the European Court of Human Rights), or it can introduce a protective instrument of its own (involving the political recognition of Parliament's Declaration and the possibility of referring cases to the Court of Justice of the European Communities), which would require the amendment of the Treaties.

Conclusion: Until such time as a definite list of recognized fundamental rights and a specific judicial institution to guarantee them are in place, the European Community's position on the matter is a precarious one.

III. MR NEWMAN'S WORKING DOCUMENT

As we pointed out last year in our opinion on Mr De Gucht's Annual Report, the rapporteur cannot simply be allowed to evaluate the extent to which particular rights are respected, while leaving others out of account. Parliament's annual reports should cover the list of rights laid down in Parliament's own Declaration, examining - as we have said - the observation of all fundamental rights in all the Member States.

At all events, Mr Newman's report covers a large proportion of these fundamental rights, with references to their observation in one or several countries. The following observations may be made in this context:

(a) In invoking documents which enshrine human rights, Mr Newman has mingled references to the European Convention on Human Rights with references to Parliament's Declaration. We believe that it would have been preferable to adopt a single basic document, which, in a report drawn up for Parliament, ought properly to be the Declaration.

(b) Whilst the particular attention devoted to the problems of anti-Semitism, racism, xenophobia and discrimination against ethnic minorities is laudable, the report confines itself to a few general remarks on these topics, failing to detail the most significant infringements of the right of all individuals to equal treatment and to describe the attitude of the courts in such cases.

(c) It is confusing to include in a single paragraph (Paragraph 8) issues as diverse and heterogeneous as 'poverty, slavery, economic, social and cultural rights'. Moreover, it is confusing to use the term 'slavery', which
has a very precise legal meaning, to denounce possible forms of exploitation of people at work or other situations where social protection is lacking.

(d) The references to the physically disabled and mentally handicapped are important, as is that to children and the forms of violence they suffer (violence of a physical and moral nature - child pornography - and in the form of work). There may be further progress to be made here, in recognizing as a fundamental children's right the right to be recognized as an individual from the time of birth, a topic which is currently occupying a prominent European specialist.

(e) Educational and cultural rights, which constitute this Committee's priorities, are dealt with most inadequately. Thus, it would seem to be essential for the Report to evaluate observance of the rights to freedom of thought, conscience and religion, (Article 4 of Parliament's Declaration), the right to freedom of expression and information (Article 5 of the Declaration), the right to education and freedom of education (Article 16 of the Declaration) and the genuine exercise of the right of access to information (Article 18 of the Declaration), which is often jeopardized by state control of the public or pseudo-public media.

Finally, in accordance with this Committee's proposals in 1992 on the De Gucht report, it would be appropriate to refer to the observance of collective linguistic and cultural rights as well.